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J OURNEY TO ISLAM

The first Muslims
A few thousand years ago, in the middle of the Arabian Península, a 
man by the ñame of Abraham left his wifeand theiryoungson Ishmael 
in a barren valley. The three had been traveling for more than a month 
and provisions were slim by the time they reached the desert valley 
where Abraham bid his family farewell and turned to leave.

His wife, Hagar, called out to his retreating baek, “Abraham! Are 
you just going to leave us here?"

Abraham didn’t answer; he just kept walking.
Hagar called out to him again. “Who will protect us?"
Again. he didn’t answer.
Hagar asked her final question: “Is this a Divine command?” 
Abraham turned to her and replied, “Yes.”
Hagar. satisfied at last, said. “Then God will keep us safe."
Soon Hagar and Ishmael’s supplies dwindled. and they became 

thirsty. Ishmael started wailing for water, kicking his feet in the sand, 
so Hagar ascended a nearby hill to have a look around. All she saw 
were desoíate mountains and the shimmering sand of the valley floor. 
So she ascended another hill and looked around again. Seven times, in 
increasing desperation. Hagar moved between these two hills looking 
for water until she glanced baek at her son and saw that a spring had 
gushed up under his flailing heels.

This spring became the well called Zamzam. Gradually a settlement 
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of people grew up around it, and eventually the settlement became the 
town called Mecca. Abraham later returncd and wiih Ishmael built a 
sanctuary for the worship of God called the Ka’bah. Time passed and 
Mecca grew to be an important trading and pilgrimage town.

Abraham is known as the forefather of the three great monotheistic 
faiths—Judaism, Christianity, and Islam—because of his unswerving 
devotion to one God. When he was less than sixteen years oíd, he 
argued with his father, a sculptor of idols. saying. “How can you 
worship that which your own hands create?" When his polytheistic 
people threw him into a great fire to bum him for his beliefs, he 
repeated the refrain. “God is sufficient for me and the best trustee. 
I don't need anyone or anything but God." When Muslims recount 
this story, they ask: "Are the laws of nature binding on the One who 
created them? God made the sea split for Moses, diseases vanish for 
Jesús, and the fire cool for Abraham." Abraham walked out of that 
great fire unscathed.

Later, when traveling through a culture of people who worshipped 
stars and planets, Abraham stood out on the field with them and 
selected the planet Venus as his god. When Venus set. he said. "1 don't 
worship those that set. 1 turn my face towards the One who crafted 
the heavens and the earth ..." (Quran 6:76 and 6:79)

Jews and Christians hail front Abraham's son Isaac, and Muslims 
from that son he left in the desert. Ishmael. The story of Ishmael and 
Hagar in the desert illustrates the essence of the Islamic faith. which is 
surrender. When Abraham left them. he was surrendering to a divine 
command. Hagar. in accepting this situation. was also surrendering. 
She knew that her well-being did not ultimately lie with Abraham—or 
anyone else. She put her trust in God.

The word Islam literally means “to surrender" in Arabio. The word 
also connotes peace. Muslims are people who subrnit themselves to 
God. Abraham and his family, according to Islamic sources, were the 
first to be called Muslims.
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To this day. Zatnzam continúes lo gush puré water, quenching the 
thirst of the millions of people who go on pilgrimages every year to 
Mecca. now known as the City of Honor.

in a cave called nica
Fast-forward some two thousand years to the year 610. Mecca had grown 
into an important city situated on the spice route between Africa and Asia; 
merchants there traded in goods brought front Zanzíbar and Abyssinia in 
Africa and from the cities of the north and the east such as Cairo, Aqaba, 
and Damascus. At that time, the people of Mecca wcrc grouped into 
tribes that feuded with one another over issues such as water, land, and 
the right to oversee the holy shrine of the Ka’bah built by Abraham and 
Ishmael. But the days of Abraham and his message of monotheism had 
been lost. and now people worshiped a great number of gods whose idols 
wcrc housed in the Ka’bah. Muslims today cali this period jahiliyyah, or 
the age of ignorance.

Out of this polytheistíc setting emerged a man called Muhammad. 
He often took to the mountains surrounding Mecca for spiritual 
retreat. In Hira, a rocky cave high above the town, Muhammad sat 
quietly. A bright light appeared, and a thundering voicc filled the cave 
commanding Muhammad: “Read!"

"Bul I cannot read!” whispered a surprised Muhammad. He could 
neither read ñor write.

“Read!” again carne the command.
Then Muhammad fclt himself being compressed in an unbearable 

embrace, and an awesome prcsence—the ángel Gabriel—recitcd to 
Muhammad these lines:

Read in the ñame of your Lord.
Who has created the human being from a fusión clot! 
Read. for most gentle and bountiful is your Lord,



The One who has taught man the use of a pen, 
Taught man what he knew not." (Quran 96:1—5)

The Quran, an Arabic word meaning “recitation,” is the holy book 
of the Islamic faith. The verses that were revealed to Muhammad 
over the course of two deeades lie at the heart of Islam. The events 
of Muhammad's life are examples and illuminations of the messages 
eontained within the Quran.

The Quran is eonsidered by Muslims to be the literal speech of 
God. a recital where stories. laws, and divine insights intertwine with 
lyric and rhythm. Muslims consider the sunset and starscape and the 
most beautiful sights in the natural world to be like the pages of the 
Quran—they all come from the same divine source.

The ángel Gabriel told Muhammad that he was to be a messenger 
of God. a prophet whose mission was to shake his peoplc out of their 
immoral stupor and polytheistic orientation and re-establish the 
religión of his forefather Abraham.

According to Islamic tradition. Muhammad was a direct 
descendent of Abraham. through Ishmael, although the two were 
separated by more than two thousand years (scholars guess that 
Abraham likely lived around 2000 B.C.E.). Muhammad and Abraham 
were also linkcd by Mecca—the place where Muhammad lived and 
received his revelations had been established by llagar and Ishmael. 
Finally. the two prophets were linked by the message itself.

This message of monotheism and human morality, responsibility, 
and equality was not for Muhammad's culture and time period only. 
Muslims believe that Muhammad's message was intended for all 
people, at all times, because it is a reiteration of the messages of past 
prophets and messengers such as Abraham, lesus. Moses, Noah. and 
Jacob, to list a few of the twenty-five who are named in the Quran.

At the center of the message is the One. that transcendent and
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absolute power known as the Truth, the Divine, the Real, or Allah, 
the ñame for God in Arabic. The following verse from the Quran 
(112) indícales the identity of God in the Islamic sense:

Say He is God—the One.
Bevond eternity, never begun.
No father has He, ñor son.
There is none like Him, not one.

This verse is considerad so importan! that Muhammad describcd 
it as equivalent lo one third of the entire Quran.

After receiving the first five lines of the Quran. Muhammad was 
shaken by the weight of the revelation. both physically and spiritually. 
He fled the cave and enterad his home quaking. "Cover me! Cover 
me!" he cried to his wife Khadijah. who wrapped him in blankets 
and embraced him. Muhammad thought that he had gone insane 
or had been possessed by a jinn (a nonhuman spirit). But his calm 
and intelligcnt wife was firmly convinced of his mental stability and 
cxcellcnt charactcr. I le was known throughout Mecca as al-Amin 
(the trustworthy). Khadijah consoled Muhammad that what he had 
experienced in the cave could only have been real and true.

With the revelation of the first verses of the Quran to Muhammad, 
the Islamic faith was born. Khadijah was the first person to accept 
the message of Muhammad and by the end of Muhammad's life. the 
Muslim community numbered around 30,000. Today there are more 
than one billion Muslims worldwide.

what is islam?
Being a Muslim ineludes two basic beliefs: Belief in one God (Allah). 
and belief that Muhammad is a messenger and prophet of God. A 
person who believes this second componen! niust necessarily believe 
in two additional things: Muhammad’s message. the Quran. which is



The Quran, the Muslim holy book, as re- 
vealed to Muhammad. He recited each 
verse as he received it, determining its 
specrfic location in the Quran in relation 
to the other verses revealed to him. Mu-
hammad instructed scribes to record the 
text, and they did so initially on any suit- 
able object and surface, using the leaves 
of trees; pieces of wood, parchment, 
and leather; fíat stones; and shoulder 
blades.



seen as the literal word of God: and Muhammad’s example, called his 
suniiah. which was recorded in detail by those cióse to hini and has 
been preserved over time.

The Quran, then. is the textbook of spiritual and practical guide- 
lines by which a Muslim lives his or her life. and the sunrtah of Mu
hammad is an unfolding illustration. a series of real-life examples, of 
the ideas contained in the Quran.

One of the best ways to approach the Quran is to recite it, because 
it is essentially a recitation. The person reciting the Quran bccomes like 
a hollow earthen vessel echoing the resonance of the Quran. This inner 
resonancc connects the person to God. But understanding the meaning 
is equally important. Muslims say that God speaks to people through the 
Quran. and people speak to God through prayerand supplication.

Islam is a religión of action and pertains to every aspect of life. 
from the mundane (eating. drinking, sleeping, waking. working. 
Studying, even going to the bathroom) to the spiritual (praying. 
fasting, meditating). Muhammad once said, “The best Islam is that 
you feed the hungry and spread peace among people you know and 
those you do not know."

Muslims are required to perform five key acts of worship: testifying 
that there is no god but God. praying five times a day. fasting during 
the Islamic month of Ramadan, giving a certain percentage of their 
income each year to the needy, and performing the pilgrimage to 
Mecca once in a lifetime.

All Islamic acts of worship have one goal: to become increasingly 
conscious of the existence of God: “Oh you who have attained to 
faith! Remain conscious of God. and seek to come closer to Him. and 
strive hard in his cause, so that you might attain to a happy state.” 

(Quran 5:55)
For a Muslim, striving to live according to God's way is 

simultaneously a cause and an cffect of a heightened spiritual 
awareness. The greater one’s awareness of God's prescncc. the more 
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one desires to live according to the guidelines set down by him: and 
the more one lives according lo Cod's guidelines. the eloser one 
fcels to him. Atlaining a happy state—one imbued with a divine 
awareness—refers to happiness in this life and happiness in the one 
to come, the afterlife.

After the Quran was revealed to Muhammad. he reviewcd it with 
the ángel Gabriel once a ycar, and twice in the last year of his life. 
Muslims believe that the Quran has not becn changed since it was 
revealed to Muhammad and take heart in the statement: “Behold, 
it is we ourselves who have bestowed from on high, step by step. 
this Quran and. behold. it is we who shall truly guard it (from all 
corruption)." (Quran 15:9)

Islam seeks to answer the deepest questions of human identity: 
who are we. where did we come from. why are we here. and where are 
we going? The answers necessitate a journey of self-discovery. and. 
eventually, a surrender of the self. Ultimately. a Muslim is a person 
who is willing to journey, to investígate, and to face the anguish and 
exhilaration that come with deep self-inquiry.

■rite Quest of the spiritual WQyfarer
Islamic theology states that human beings are created of an earthly 
cntity and a spiritual entity. The spiritual is said to be universal while 
the earthly is localized. In other words, the spiritual is not bound by 
the limitations of earthly domains and contains universal abilitics. 
This is why Muslims believe that. with God's grace. the sheer potential 
of any one human being is limitless.

Further, the spiritual realm is everlasting and eternal while the 
earthly realm is fleeting and temporal. This leads to a concept that 
is central to Islam, the belief that the world is a land of illusions and 
that everything in it will fade away. Nothing is meant lo stay the same, 
and nothing is meant to last. Deaih and dissolution are crafled into



the very fabric of earthly existcnce. The Quran says, “Whatever you 
are given here is but the enjoyment of this life: but that which is with 
God is better and more lasting: it is for those who believe and put 
their trust in their Lord." (Quran 42:36)

Islam holds that whatever a person does. life should ultimately 
be devoted to a search for its essenee. the deeper reality. In other 
words. whether a person chooses to be a philosopher. a scientist. or a 
rock star, one's vocation is simply the outward expression of an inner 
search. The human being is considcred a microcosm of the universo, 
according to Islamic theologians. so the traveler must joumey 
through the outer, earthly realm as well as the inner. spiritual realm. 
Within each realm. there are signs pointing the way. "In the creation 
of the carth and the unfolding of night and day are signs for those of 
understanding." (Quran 3:190)

Sustaining both the earthly and the spiritual realms is the realm of 
the One. Everything has a natural tendency to flow toward the One. 
Once the self realizes the need to rise toward the One. it dcsires to 
join with the flow and surrenders to it. This surrender is calleó Islam.

Interfering with the flow is like blocking a river in its natural path 
to the ocean. causing a disturbance in the river. It is also compared 
to keeping apart two pcople in love, an act that can only result in 
confusión and grief. In the same way. if the spiritual self is prevented 
from flowing toward God. the whole realm becomes filled with grief.

Muslims have a special relationship with their prophet. who the 
Quran says is “closer to the believers than they are to themselves." 
(33:6) In moving through life, Muslims look for leadership in the 
sunnah of Muhammad because he has already traveled the best route 
and his joumey is documented. Through knowing him and emulating 
his way. a person finds what is known as the Straight Path. which 
leads to the core of the spiritual self. known as the self-at-peace.

So the answer to the Muslim seeker's question "Who am 1?" may
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be that humans are spiritual beings clothed in veils of flesh and blood; 
when the flesh and blood pass away, the true being emerges; that this 
earthly life exists only as the reflection of a higher life; that feelings. 
desires and passions, and love and intimacy are only reflections of 
decper, more intense emotions arising from another spiritual place; 
and that a person’s true identity originates beyond this world.
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O R I g 1 N s

The Man and n¡s Messa?e
Muhammad. the prophet of Islam, lived 1,400 years ago in the descrt 
of Arabia. Over the twenty-two years of his mission, from the time of 
the revelation until his death. he explained the fundamentáis of the 
Islainic religión, as revealed to him by God, and illustrated them in 
the society he set up in Medina (known as the City of Light).

The spiritual matrix of the religión was revealed during the first twelve 
years of Muhammad’s mission when he was in Mecea. After íleeing 
persecution. Muhammad spent the next ten years in Medina solidifying 
the social structure of the Muslim urnmah or comntunity. By the time 
Muhammad died at age sixty-íive. the fundamentáis of Islam were set in 
place, and. to this day. are observed by Muslims the world over.

Muhammad lived in a culture and era different from the Western 
world of today. Yet Muslims believe he was chosen by God to deliver 
a universal ntessage to humanity—for all peoples. of all cultures, at 
all times. Heeding the Quranic verses revealed to him. Muhammad 
separated himself from ntany of the cultural habits and practices 
of his day and set an cxample for others to follow. He freed slaves 
and encouraged others to do the same at a time when slavery was 
commonplace. He banned female inlanticide at a lime when girl 
babies were sometimcs buried in the sand. He limited the number of 
wives a man could havc when huge harems among the wealthy were 
the order of the day. I le gave wonten set sitares in inheritance at a time
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when they regularly received nothing. I le laught the equality of human 
beings by counting rich and poor. black and white, male and female 
among his closest companions. He laught humility by living humbly, 
without material trappings, by washing his own dishes, and by acting on 
the council of others, including that of his wives. He taught graciousness 
by treating people, creatures, and the earth with dignitv and compassion 
and exercised forbearance and forgiveness by pardoning even those most 
vehemently against him.

The life story of Muhammad is called the sira. The detailed accounts 
of his sayings and actions are called the hadith. Together. the sira and 
the hadith make up the sunitah and ¡Ilústrate the principies laid down 
in the (Juran. The Quran and the suniiah form the bedrock of the 
Islamic religión. Modern Islamic law (shariah) is based on the Quran 
and on extrapolations from the actions of Muhammad. Muslims from 
around the world study Muhammad's biography and strive to apply it 
lo their own modern lives.

•rhe Mecca Tears
The pre-lslamic Arabs were fierce in upholding a human ideal 
(muruwwah), which included traits such as generosity, courage, 
honesty, justice. equality. concern for the needs of the poor and weak. 
patience in suffering. and avenging wrongdoings.

The Arabs worshipped a number of gods, including three female 
goddesses. in the form of idols that they housed in the Ka’bah. 
Foreign traders and pilgrims brought their own idols with thern when 
they carne to Mecca. and thesc gods too were installed in the Ka’bah. 
Muhammad's family, the Banu I lashitn, a branch of the Quraysh tribe 
and one of the most important families in the región, became the 
esteemed caretakers of the holy Ka’bah.

It was into this context that Muhamamd was bom in about 570. 
His father died before he was bom and his mother died when he was 
six. leaving Muhammad orphaned.
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It was the custom of well-to-do families to send their children 
to live with Bcdouin families in the desert to leam the puré Arabio 
language. Muhammad ended up with a foster mother called Halima 
who noted that prosperity carne to her household after the arrival 
of Muhammad. He was known to wander off into the desert. and 
Halima reponed that he loved to be outside undcr the starry night sky. 
Once Muhammad disappeared for some time and I lalima went out in 
search of him. She was worried that he was lost in the desert when a 
voice said to her. “Do not worry—he is not lost to you! Someday the 
whole world will be lost in him!"

Muhammad was later taken ¡rito the care of his únele Abu Talib. 
I lis únele was not a wealthy man, so Muhammad tended sheep and 
goals to earn extra money, spending hours alone in the desert. As a 
result, he never learned to read or write. When Muhammad became a 
little older. his únele, a trader, took him on caravan expeditions.

On one sueh trip to Syria. the caravan haltcd beneath a tree to 
rest during the hottest hours of the day. Abu Talib and Muhammad 
happened to stop near the cave of a monk who lived a life of solitary 
retreat. The monk had studied ancient religious manuscripts that 
spoke of the coming of a prophet to the Arabs. When the monk saw 
the caravan approaching from the south. he wondered if that spiritual 
person was among the travelers. The curious monk invited the people 
of the caravan to cal with him. insisting that they bring every member 
of the group. Abu Talib gathered everyone together. and they sat 
down with the monk. Scanning their faces, the monk sensed that no 
special spiritual prcscnce was among them. so he said, "Is this your 
whole group? Don't leave anyone behind. bring everyone to eat with 

us.”
Muhammad was brought over to eat. and the monk realizcd that the 

boy had a spirituality about him. The monk then asked Muhammad a 
series of questions. which Muhammad readily answered. Muhammad 
even lifted up his shirt when the monk asked to sec his back. The
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monk was sure that this musí be the prophet of the Arabs. and the 
mark on Muhammad’s back confirmed it. There. between the boy's 
shoulder blades. was a raised mark. the seal of prophethood Gabriel 
had placed there after he opened Muhammad’s chest and washed his 
heart in a bowl of Zamzam water, removing malice and filling him 
with gentleness. knowledge, faith. certitude. and submission. As the 
caravan was preparing to leave, the monk said to Abu Talib. "Take 
this boy back to his country and guard him. Great things are in store 
for this boy ofyours."

Muhammad’s uousehoíd
By the time Muhammad reached the age of twenty-five, he had 
developed a reputation of being honest. just, and of sound character. 
People would leave their valuables with him for safekeeping. A wealthy. 
widowed businesswoman named Khadijah. asked the highly esteemed 
young man to take her goods to Syria to sell. Muhammad agreed and 
undertook her trading mission with much success. Khadijah was so 
impressed with Muhammad’s character that she proposed marriage. 
despite their age difference—Khadijah was forty.

Muhammad and Khadijah lived a happy life. surrounded by a 
largo family. Together they had four girls and two boys (who died in 
infancy). Muhammad also took over the cate of Abu Talib's son Ali 
and adopted a former slave called Zayd.

The story of Zayd’s adoption reveáis the situation of slaves in the 
time of Muhammad and how the Prophet himself dealt with it. In 
the early davs of Islam, slaves were often Africans from across the 
Red Sea. But as the Islamic influence spread. slaves were taken from 
among the peoples of North Africa, central Asia, parts of Europe. and 
the Caucacus. Although the Quran did not outright abolish slavery. 
a widespread institution at the time, it laid down legal and moral 
guidelines for the treatment of slaves. Muslims could not enslave 
other Muslims. but a slave could become Muslim. A Muslim slave had
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the same spiritual merit as a free Muslim did. The freeing of a slave was 
encouraged as an act of charity, and all slaves were to be treated with 
kindness. If a slave woman gave birth to her master's child. the child was 
born free and the master was responsible for the woman and the child 
thereafter. Slaves could own land, lead Friday prayers. and hold certain 
offices. There are pcriods in Islamic history when freed slaves, known 
as Mamluks. held positions of great power. In parts of Syria and Egypt, 
Mamluks ruled for centuries.

The first Believers
In his fortieth year, when Muhammad received the first fines of the Quran 
in the cave of Ilira he was descending the mountain when he heard a 
voice say, "You are the ntessenger of God and I am Gabriel." Muhammad 
looked up and saw Gabriel in his angelic fonn. Again the voice said, 
"You are the messenger of God and I am Gabriel." In every direction he 
looked. all Muhammad could see was the ángel encompassing the entire 
horizon.

Khadijah was the first person who Muhammad instructed in the 
ritual ablution and prayers taught to him by Gabriel. The next people he 
taught were his cousin Ali, at that time about ten years oíd; his adopted 
son. Zayd; and his cióse childhood friend Abu Bakr. Abu Bakr was 
widely respected in Mecca. and many people cante to Islam through him. 
Others carne through mystical routes, summonded by dreams or visions 
or voices heard in the desert.

The little group of Muslims practiced their faith in prívate during 
these early days, fearing the rcjection of the community. But they were 
passionate about their new religión and meticulous about performing 
their ablutions. keeping their clothes and bodies clean, praying on time, 
and correctly and perfectly memorizing the verses of the Quran that 
continued to be revealed to Muhammad. These early verses were short 
and expressed spiritual perspectives on existence. They emphasized the 
ephemeral nature of the material world. the certainty of the afterlife. 
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the existence of heaven and hell and. overall. the importance of 
recognizing one God and his messengers. including Muhammad.

They Know not what rhey do
Islam began to spread quietly and peacefully among the population. 
After about three years, Muhammad was commanded to proclaim 
the message publicly when he received this verse: "Warn (whomever 
you can reach. beginning with) your kinsfolk. and spread the wings 
of your tenderness over all of the believers who may follow you." 

(Quran 26:214-215)
The time had come for Muhammad to actively spread his message. 

His first step was to invite his entire clan to dinner. After the meal. 
Muhammad said to them. "I know of no Arab who has come to his 
people with a nobler message than mine. I bring you the best of this 
world and the next. God has commanded me to cali you to him. Which 
of you, then. will help me in this?” There was silence in the room. Finally. 
Ali spoke up and offered his support. The men rose to their feet. laughing 
at the pledge of a thirteen-year-old boy. and left the room. Little did they 
know the shape of Ali's futura: he grew up as one of Muhammad s closest 
companions and eventually became the fourth caliph, or leader, of the 
Muslim ummah.

Islams message of humility and equality appealed to less privileged 
members of society, while others felt threatened by it. They saw the 
new religión as disrespecting the traditions of their forefathers and 
rejecting their gods and idols. They disliked Muhammad’s message 
as well because it interfered with their economy. which was based on 
pilgrimage to the idols of the Ka'bah.

At first. they tried to dissuade Muhammad peacefully. offering him 
money, women. and leadership of the community if only he would 
give up his mission. He responded by saying. “If you placed the sun 
in my right hand and the moon in my left hand on the condition that 
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I abandon this course before he has made it victorious. or I have 
perishcd. I would not abandon my message.”

Over time, it became increasingly clear that Muhammad himself 
had little influence over who accepted his message and who did not. 
Some of his closest relatives were the most hostile toward him. and 
even his beloved únele Abu Talib never accepted Islam. Muhammad's 
lack of influence is reflected in the Quranic phrase addressed to him: 
"You cannot guide aright everyone whom you love. but it is God who 
guides whomever he wills." (Quran 28:56)

Títere is a well-known story about an enemy of Muhammad. 
known for his hatred of Islam. Thumama. who was the leader of 
a powerful tribe and had taken the lives of many of Muhammad's 
followers, vowing to kill as many more as he could find, including 
Muhammad. One day. some of Muhammad's followers capturad 
Thumama in the desert and brought him to Muhammad. Upon seeing 
Thumama tied to a pole. Muhammad asked that the prisoner be freed 
and placed instead in the room Muhammad reserved for his guests. He 
then requested that a meal be preparad for the man. Aftcr Thumama 
finished his meal. Muhammad went to him and said. "What do you 
have to say for yourself?" to which Thumama replied, “Either set me 
free or kill me that I may die with my honor." Muhammad retumed 
the next day and had the same conversation with Thumama. and the 
day after that. On the third day, Muhammad asked that Thumama 
be set free. much to the astonishment of his companions. Thumama 
retraated into the desert.

But he had not gone far when he stopped at a grove of palms and 
washed himself. Then Muhammad's companions saw a figure walking 
baek toward them. To their amazement. it was Thumama saying in a 
clear voice, "I bear witness that there is no god but God and I bear 
witncss that Muhammad is his servant and his messenger.” Then he 
went to Muhammad. and said. “Until today there was no face on



earth that I hated more than yours; now there is no face on earth that 
I love more than yours." Thumama’s transformation proved critical. 
Through his sincere and influential leadership. Thumama had a great 
effect on the establishment and spread of Islam.

Despite Thumama’s conversión, the abuse and hostility toward 
Muhammad increased; people slandered him and threw stones and 
garbage at him. Sometimes violence was used against him and his 
followers—but God had not given the Muslims permission to use 
violence in retum, and Muhammad encouraged his small community 
to be paticnt. I le would pray for those who were against him saying, 
"God, guide them on the right path for they know not what they do."

Eventually. the persecution reached a point where emigration 
would be preferable to the suffering they were enduring. Muhammad 
kncw that the land of Abyssinia. in modern-day Ethiopia. was ruled by a 
pious Christian king. and Muhammad encouraged many of his followers 
to go there until the harassment decreased. About eighty Muslims 
embarked on the first emigration in Islam, fleeing to Abyssinia where 
they were well received and allowed to practice freely.

m uhammad’s n i h T j o u rn ey
After the immigration to Abyssinia. another ntajor turning point 
occurred—called al-isra or the Night lourney. According to Islamic 
tradition. late one night, when Muhammad was at the Ka'bah. 
the ángel Gabriel approached him and led him outside to a white- 
winged, horselike beast. Muhammad mounted the steed. and it took 
flight with Gabriel keeping pace beside them. The three of them flew 
northward and landed in lerusalem. an incidcnt that is mentioned in 
the Quran: “Limitiess is he in his glory who transponed his servant 
by night from the Mosque of the Sanctuary (at Mecca) to the Par 
Mosque (at lerusalem) ... so that we might show him sonte of our 
symbols.” (Quran 17:1)



In lerusalem at the site now known as the Dome of the Rock, 
Muhammad met all the past prophets. Then, after Muhammad 
prayed, he mounted the white steed and they ascended through the 
seven heavens. a journey called al-miraj or ascensión. Along the way, 
Muhammad caught glimpses of the prophets again. He later reponed 
on the beauty of the inhabitants he saw in paradise—particularly that 
of the prophets loseph and Aaron.
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Muhammad’s joumey went as far as the Lote Tree. described in 
the Quran as the point where knowledge ends, beyond which no 
human or ángel can proeeed. There, beyond the branches of the Lote 
Tree, God revealed himsclf to Muhammad. an event mentioned in the 
Quran: “Truly did he see sonie of the most profound of his Sustainer’s 
symbols.” (Quran 55:18). It was there that Muhammad received the 
command that Muslims should pray five times a day. The ángel then 
escorted Muhammad to Jerusalem, then back to Mecca. It was still 
night when he rcturned. His joumey had taken place in the twinkling 
of an eyc.

When Muhammad's enemies heard of his experience. they were 
overjoyed. Every child of the desert knew that it took more than a 
month to go from Mecca to Jerusalem by camel and the same amount 
of time to come back. Now Muhammad was claiming that he had 
made the joumey in one night? His enemies had called Muhammad 
many ñames: now they could add "liar" to the litany.

The Medina rears
Shortly beforc Muhammad’s Night loumey, he lost two supporters in 
one ycar: his bcloved wife Khadijah and his únele and protector Abu 
Talib. As tensions between the Quraysh and the Muslims increased. 
Muhammad went to the nearby mountain town of Taif to see if 
the people there would embrace the message of Islam. Rut he was 
rejected in Taif.

At the same time, some two hundred miles north of Mecca. in 
the oasis town of Yathrib. tribal tensions were rife. The people living 
there. a mixture of pagan Arabs and monolheistic |ews, were looking 
for someone who could possibly unite their fracturad land. Some of 
the people of Yathrib had encountered Muhammad during the annual 
pilgrimage to Mecca and had embraced Islam. They wondered if 
Muhammad inight be the man to bring peace to their city.
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h ijrah
In 622 a dclegation of men from Yathrib carne to Mecca and pledged 
themselves to Muhammad. The terms of the agreement were 
unequivocal: the tribes of Yathrib and the community of Muslims 
from Mecca would mutually support each other under the leadership 
of Muhammad. Aftcr the pledge was sealed. Muslims began to 
emigrate from Mecca to Yathrib and the once lively and prospering 
town of Mecca took on a feeling of emptiness. The Quraysh watched 
the flow of people out of their city with dismay and decided that 
something must be done to prevcnt it. They agreed to assign one 
young, able-bodied man from each clan to dcal Muhammad a mortal 
blow—thus his blood would be on all of their hands.

As they were plotting his murder, Muhammad went to Abu Bakr 
and told him to prepare to emigrate. He then returned to his house 
and gave Ali his cloak telling him to lie in his bcd. Muhammad began 
to recite a verse of the Quran describing the nonbelievers and when 
he carne to the words "and we have enshrouded them in vcils so that 
they cannot see.”(56:9) he slipped out of the house. When the young 
men looked into Muhammad’s room they saw a body covered in a 
cloak on the bed and were confident that Muhammad was inside. But 
as dawn was breaking and a man on the strect claimed to have secn 
Muhammad elsewherc. a search party set out to fínd him.

Meanwhile. Muhammad and Abu Bakr had mounted their cantéis 
and were heading for the cavernous mountains to the south of Mecca. 
As the oasis town of Yathrib lay to the north. their plan was to hide in 
a cave to the south to avoid capture. They hid in a cave for thrcc days, 
while search partios went out in all directions from Mecca. At one 
point. a search party approached the cave. Muhammad whispered to 
his companion. “Grieve not: God is with us.” (Quran 9:40)

Muhammad and Abu Bakr then started on their joumey to Yathrib 
and arrived twelve days later in the town of Quba on the fringes of the 
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oasis, where Muhammad laid the foundations of Islams first masjid 
(mosque). The word masjid mcans "a place of prostrations" and in 
pre-lslamic times the area around the Ka’bah was called the masjid. 

Now the Muslims had their own mosque.
They continued into Yathrib where they received a warm welcome. 

People pulled on the reins of Muhammad’s caniel, asking him to stop 
and scttle with them. But Muhammad kept going, keeping a loose 
hold on the reins. saying, "Let her go her way for she is under the 
command of God.”

Eventually the caniel stopped and knelt on a piece of ground. 
Taking this as a sign. Muhammad purchased the land and built 
another mosque there with adjoining houses for himself and his 
íamilv. Yathrib became known after the arrival of Muhammad as “al- 
Medina al-Nabi” (the City of the Prophet) or more simply, Medina.

This emigration to Medina, after twelve years of persecution in 
Mecca. is known as the hijrah. It was a momentous event in Islamic 
history because the Muslim community was now l'ree to practice its 
new religión in pcace and. under the guidance of Muhammad. sculpt 
a society based on the words of the Quran. The community that had 
matured under the stress of persecution was now ready to assume 
the dynamic role envisaged for it in the Quran with Muhammad as 
its leader. The year of the hijrah. 622 c.E.. became the first year of the 
Islamic calendar.

city ofthe prophet
Islam was now established in Medina, and Muhammad set about 
building a community based on the Islamic faith. The Muslims who 
fled Mecca with Muhammad became known as the "emigrants." and 
those in Medina who became Muslims and supported Muhammad 
became known as the “helpers." Initially. each emigrant was paired 
with a helper to smooth the integration of the two groups.
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Travel someplace setter.
The word hijrah denotes the migration of a person or social group from one 
physical environment to another, a relocation motivated by the hope of reaching 

an environment more condticive to the moral and material well-being of that 

person or group. Some modero Muslims consider the hijrah an ongoing pos- 
sibility or option framing their lives. They believe that if they mígrate to a place 

having conditions more conducive to living a righteous life, they will eventu- 

ally be rewarded in heaven. as promised in the (Juran: . If anyone leaves his 

home. fleeing from evil unto God and his Messenger. and then dcath overtakes 

him—his reward is ready with God ..(4:100)

There was also a third group living in the oasis town: several 
Jewish tribes. Jewish writings forctold of the coming of a prophet, 
and many followers were awaiting his arrival. When they leamed that 
an Arab was claiming to be a prophet, it was difficult for them to 
believe that God would send a prophet who was not a lew. Still, most 
were eurious about this man from Mecca. Muhammad hoped that he 
would be accepted by the |ewish tribes and be able to unify the two 
faiths.

These lewish tribes had good reason to support Muhammad 
because he was the most powerful man in the región. He had united 
the warring Arab tribes and drafted what is considered to be one of 
the first writtcn constitutions. the Constitution of Medina (Dustur 
al-Medina), guaranteeing the basic human rights of freedom of faith 
and security of every individual regardless of race or religión. This 
constitution. written in 622, also pledged mutual support against any 
outside enemy hostile to the people of the oasis. Thus Muhammad 
aimed to create a unified community while leaving room for the 
differences betwecn the faiths. |ews, Muslims. and pagans alike signed 
the Medina Constitution. Although Muhammad never pressed the
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|ews to accept his prophecy, he was referred to in the constitution as 
the "Messenger of God.” The |ews agreed that all matters of conflict 

would be referred to him.
Two othcr important developments occurred shortly after 

Muhammad’s arrival in Medina, lie received a revelation to pray 
facing Mocea rather than facing lerusalem, as the Muslims had done 
previously. This event held a deep significance for Muslims and helped 
to centralize the Islamic faith. In addition. Muhammad established 
the method of calling people to prayer five times a day.

The first Raids
Up to this point, the followers of Muhammad had not used physical 
resistance against those who persecuted them. But once in Medina, a 
revelation carne to Muhammad giving Muslims permission to fight.

The community in Medina turned its thoughts to the idea of raids. 
Raiding caravans had been a means of livelihood for the tribes of 
Arabia. As the tribes were often at war with one another, raiding 
caravans proved a means of surviving the often stark conditions 
that prcvailed in the arid península. Since the Muslims had left their 
bornes quicklv and under duress, they had little to survive on. The 
justification for the raids was not only historical but also based on the 
idea that by raiding a caravan coming or going to Mecca. the Muslims 
would be reclaiming the valué of the possessions they had left behind. 
Medina lay on the trade route bctween Mecca and Damascus. Word 
carne to Muhammad in 624 that a well-stocked caravan was returning 
to Mecca from Syria by way of Medina, and he readied his people to 
intercept it.

But the caravan leaders heard of the Muslims’ plans and sent 
word of their own to Mecca. In Mecca, a large artny was quicklv 
assembled and set out to intercept the small band of Muslims. The 
two groups met on the plain of Badr near the coast of the Red Sea.
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Indian Muslims face the direction of Mecca while praying on the last Friday of the Islamic 
holy month of Ramadan. The five-times-daily cali to prayer is one of the Fi»e Pillars and 
a cornerstone of the faith.

The caravan managed to slip by and reach the safety of Mecca. and 
the two unequal armies were left to face each other. Three hundred 
Muslims were pitted against a thousand Meccans.

An incident that happened just befóte the two armies fought 
illustrates a key point regarding the character of Muhammad. He was 
known to listen to the advice of others when it carne to matters of 
which he possessed little or no knowledge. In this case. Muhammad 
ordered his men to halt at the first well they cante to. bul one of his 
companions queried his instructions, asking hint whether it was a 
decisión made by divine decree. Muhammad answercd that it was
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by his own reckoning, whereby the man laid out a better plan: to 
continué until they had the majority of the wells under their control 
thus depriving the enemy of water. This proved to be a successful 
strategy, and the Muslims took on the Meccans in the first war of 
Islam, known as the battle of Badr. The Muslims won a decisive 
victory, and the retreating Meccans vowed to avenge themselves in 
the coming year.

The Quran contains references to the concept of war in Islam. 
Violence is sanctioncd in cases of sclf-defense: “Permission to fight 
is given to those against whom war is being wrongfully waged—and, 
verily, God has indeed the power to help them—and to those who 
have been driven from their homelands against all right for no other 
reason than their saying. 'Our Sustainer is God!' The verse continúes: 
"For if God had not enabled pcople to defend themselves against one 
another. all monastcries and churches and synagogues and mosques— 
in all of which God's ñame is abundantly extolled—would surely have 
been destroyed." (Quran 22:39-40)

Thus the Quran states that self-defense can morally justify a war. 
Muslims are obligated to defend not only their own política! and 
religious freedom but also the freedom of people of other faiths living 
pcaccfully among them. Muhammad also forbade the Muslims from 
destroying dwellings. crops, and trees. Women. children. and animáis 
(except those animáis ridden into warfare) are also protected.

Another important reference to war is found in this verse: "And 
fight in God's cause against those who wage war against you, but 
do not yourselvcs commit aggression—for God does not love the 
aggressors.” (Quran 2:190) This verse commands Muslims to fight 
only according to the ethical principies ordained by God—in self- 
defense and to avoid aggression.

The Quran notes the importance of knowledge and education— 
intellcctual as well as physical striving—for the development of a
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community even during wartime: . it is not desirable that all of
the bclievers take the field [in time of warj. From within every group 
in their midst. some shall refrain from going forth to war, and shall 
devote themselves [instead] to acquiring a deeper knowlcdge of the 
faith, and teach their homecoming brethrcn, so that these too might 
guard themselves against evil." (Quran 9:122)

character
Every prophet has a specific character. Muhammad himself was 
a multitalented individual. He was a prophet. a head of state, a 
community leader, and a warrior. I le was a mediator of disputes, a 
judge on matters large and small, and a revolutionary social reformer. 
He was also a ioving husband. father. and friend. Along with his 
various responsibilities, Muhammad milked his goat. mended his 
clothes. repaired his shoes, washed his dishes, helped with household 
work. visited the sick. joined the games of childrcn as he passed by. 
and intcracted lovingly with his wives.

Muhammad. through his actions and character. embodied the 
ideáis of murawwah. The essence of Muhammad's mission lay 
in merey. He is named in the Quran as "a merey to all the worlds" 
(7:158: 2 i: 107) because his character and the naturc of his message 
appeal to humanity, irrespective of race or culture.

Merey, in reference to Muhammad. ineludes a spectrum of inner 
qualities such as love, compassion. kindness. forgiveness. beauty. 
understanding. elemeney. gcntleness. grace, and subtlety. There is no end 
to the lyrical descriptions of poetry praising Muhammad’s qualities. /\n 
Urdu poet says of him: “Beauty from head to toe. love embodied."

Muhammad extended his Ioving kindness to all beings. lie had 
a particular love of children. On one occasion. he prayed with an 
infant in his arms, placing the little one on the ground when he went 
into sujud (prostration). Muhammad was also known for his love
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of animáis, especially cats. lslamic scholar and author Annemarie 
Schimmel asks, "Did he not cut the sleeve from his coat when he had 
to get up for his prayer and yet did not want to disturb the cat that 
was sleeping on the sleeve? One of his eats even gave birth to kittens 
on his coat.”

Muhammad respected women in his own good treatment of 
his wives and served as a model for the men of his community. He 
emphasized the cquality of men and women in tenas of their religious 
obligations: the major ones (praying, fasting. paying zakat, and 
performing the pilgrimage) as well as the more subtle ones, such as 
striving to treat people well. The Quran gave women rights in the 
areas of inheritance. marriage, divorce, and fair treatment. In Islam, 
a woman is encouragcd to sclect a good husband and has the right to 
initiate a divorce in certain cases. Although a woman usually inherits 
less than what her male relatives do, men are financially responsible 
for their families whereas women are not. Muhammad emphasized 
respect due to the mother. saying that paradise lies at her feet. I le 
identified four women as the noblest in human history. They are 
Asiya, wife of one of the pharaohs; Mary, mother of Jesús; Khadijah, 
the first wife of Muhammad; and Fatima. Muhammad’s daughter. 
Each woman had unique attributes that Muslim women todav strive 
to attain.

In accordance with the traditions of the time, Muhammad had 
more than one wife. But apart from voung Aishah. the daughter of 
Abu Bakr, most of his wives were widowed women. As Muslim men 
were killed in battle, often women and children were left in necd of 
care. There were other reasons for polygamy during Muhammad’s 
time. It was practical in terms of aiding survival in the harsh social 
and physical environment. In pre-Islamic times, men whocould afford 
to had large harems of wives, but the Quran limited the nuntber of 
wives a man could take to four and established criteria that ntade it 
difficult for a man to take even that number.
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Among Muhammad's wives were a lewish woman called Safiyah 
and a Christian woman named Maria. both of whom adopted Islam. 
One hadith relates that Muhammad once found Safiyah crying 
because another of his wives had insulted her. Muhammad said: “You 
are the daughter of the prophet Aaron. your únele was the prophet 
Moses, and you are the wife of the prophet Muhammad. so why 
should anyone be scomful toward you?”

The life of Muhammad was a humble one—and seemed to get 
humbler as his mission progressed. As his wife Aishah recounted. 
"We would sight three new moons without lighting a fire to cook a 
meal in the Prophet’s houses." They were sustained by dates, water, 
and camel milk given to them by neighbors. A hadith says: "He was 
well acquainted with sorrow, much absorbed in thought. had little 
rest. was silent for long periods. did not talk without cause, and never 
found blame in anything."

Breaches and Battles
After the battle of Badr. some Jews began claiming that they were not 
bound by the tenns of the Medina Constitution. They were worried 
about the increasing inlluence of Muhammad, and one of the tribes 
started communicating with his cncmies in Mecca. This tribe thus 
disregarded the covenant and as a consequence it was exiled from the 
oasis. The mcmbers settled north of Medina, and some went as far as 
the borders of Syria. This was the first lewish tribe to be exiled from 
Medina, according to Muslim accounts.

In the following years, two other significant battles took place 
betwcen the Meccans and the Muslims of Medina. The first was 
the battle of Uhud, in 625. when a huge Meccan army dcfealed the 
Muslims. As revenge for the losses they suffered in Badr. the Meccans 
even mutilated the bodies of some of the dead Muslims. In 627, after 
much planning. the Meccans descended on Medina only to find the 
city defended by a trench dug around it. In this. the battle of the
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TYench, the Meccans tried for thirty days to cross the trench but did 

not succecd and retumed to Mecca.

peace on The plain
Certain months of the year had becn considerad holy since pre-lslamic 
times, and their sanctity was confirmed in the Quran. One of them, 
Ramadan, the ninth month of the lunar calendar, was the month 
when the hajj or pilgrimage to Mecca was undertaken. Six years after 
leaving Mecca. in 628. Muhammad decided it was time to embark on 
the annual joumey. I lis intention was to dress in the white garb of a 
pilgrim and enter Mecca without weapons, in a ritually puré state. 
At first his followers were shocked by the idea—walk into enemy 
territory totallv defenseless? But Muhammad held firm, and 1.400 
people decided to join him.

As the group traveled south, the Meccans gol news that the 
pilgrims were approaching. They were unsure how to react. On one 
hand, how could they. the honorable hosts of the holy house. turn 
away a group of pilgrims on whorn their reputation and livelihood 
were based? On the other hand. this particular group of pilgrims was 
their enemy.

When the Muslims reached the plain of lludaybiyah on the 
outskirts of Mecca. a delegation of Meccans went out lo meet them 
to try lo avert the pilgrims. After intense negotiations. Muhammad 
reached an agreemcnt with the Meccans: the groundbrcaking Treaty 
of Hudavbiyah. which stipulated peace between the two groups.

The sie<je of Mecca
This peace lasted for almost a year. and again the season for pilgrimage 
was approaching when. a man from Mecca killed one of the Muslims. 
Muhammad considerad this a breach of the Treaty of I ludaybiyah. 
At the head of ten thousand Muslims, Muhammad rodé into Mecca. 



According to accounts, his hcad was bowed low over his camel, 
touching the animal’s back, in humility to God. Many of the Meccans 
fled to the hills above the town to watch the Muslims enter the city. 
But when the Meccans realized that Muhammad and his people would 
bring peace to the city. almost everyone eventually surrcndered to the 
Muslims. The Muslims had pcaccfully seized Mecca.

Muhammad was now the leader of most of the Arabian Península. 
His following had grown: he was victorious in battle. People in Mecca 
and in Arabia had been wailing to see which side would emerge 
victorious, Muhammad or the pagans. Many believed that victory 
for Muhammad would mean that he was a genuine prophet. When 
Muhammad indced emerged as the victor, they approached him with 
enthusiasm. Muhammad granted amnesty to each person in Mecca 
who agreed to follow the path of Islam.

Muhammad’s final rear
Every year. Muhammad spent the last ten days of the holy month of 
Ramadan in spiritual retreat in the mosque in Medina. During this 
period. the ángel Gabriel carne to recite the entire Quran with him 
to make sure that none of it had slipped from his memory. But in 
the final year of his life. Muhammad and Gabriel recited the Quran 
twice.

That year. 632, Muhammad led the pilgrimage to Mecca with more 
than 70,000 people. setting the final example for others to follow. 
According to Muslim tradition, Abraham had ordained aspeets of 
the pilgrimage that the Arabs of Mecca had over time dropped or 
changed. Muhammad corrected the pilgrimage rite, and people to 
this day perform it as he did in 632.

At one point in the pilgrimage. on the plain of Arafat within the 
vicinity of Mecca. Muhammad preached what was to be his last sermón. 
I le finished with the question: "Oh people. have 1 faithfully delivered unto
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A towering symbol of Islam: a finial bearing 
the characteristic trescent and star icón.

you my message?" A powerful rurnblc 
of assent issued from the throats of the 
Muslims assembled beforc him. "Yes!” 
Muhammad raised his forefinger and 
said. "Oh God. bear witness!”

Death of the prophet 
Shortly after the pilgrimage. Muhammad 
developed a headache and a fevcr that 
did not subdue. He continued to load 
the prayers until one day he addressed 
his people saying, “There is a slave 
among the slaves of God unto whoni 
God has offered the choice between 
this world and that which is with him. 
And the slave has chosen that which is 
with God."

When his companion Abu Bakr 
heard this. he began to cry because he 
knew that Muhammad was speaking 
of himself and that his death was near. 
As Muhammad's illness progressed. 
he led the prayers while seated. his 
congregation seated also, until one 
day even this became impossible 
for him. For the first time, someone 
other than Muhammad was to lead 
the community in prayer. Muhammad 
assigned the task to Abu Bakr, while 
the ailing Prophet spent most of his 
time in Aishah's room, lying with his 
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head on her lap. One day his head grew heavier and heavier until 
Aishah realized that he was dead.

Hearing the news of Muhammad's death, the community reeled 
from shock and grief; confusión reigned and some of his closest 
companions refused to believe it, But Abu Bakr had seen Muhammad's 
body himself. He went immediately to the mosque and addressed the 
crowd:

"Oh people! Whoever worshiped Muhammad, be informed that 
Muhammad is dead, But whosoever worshiped God. be informed 
that God is alive and never dies."

Then he recited a verse from the Quran: "Muhammad is only a 
messenger. and all the other messengers have passed away befare 
him. If. then. he dies or be slain. will you then turn upon your heels?" 
(3:144) With these words. Abu Bakr rentinded the community to 
worship God rather than worshipping Muhammad.

The Muslims were not aggrieved for Muhammad becausc they 
knew, as he had taught them. that death was the ultímate meeting 
with God. But they were saddcned for themselves and the loss of 
Muhammad's light and guidance in their own community. To this day, 
the lslamic ummah looks on the life of Muhammad as the brightest 
days of its history.
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EVOLUTION

Bise of an Empire
Ovcr the course of twenty-two ycars. Muhammad established the 
foundations of the Islamic civilization. By the time of his death, 
in 632, Islam had spread to much of the Arabian Península and 
within a few centuries it had spread throughout western Asia and 
North Africa. As Muslims emerged from the Arabian Península, 
they absorbed customs, influenccd cultures, gained knowledge. and 
spread the message of Islam across a vast gcographical tange.

Modern Muslims feel cióse to their history. Despite a 1.400- 
year gap. they love Muhammad as they love their living friends 
and relatives. They examine his life story, strive to emulate him in 
all manner of daily life. and study the personalities and histories of 
his closcst companions and wives. Islamic jurists make judgments 
based on Muhammad’s sunnah. Some sects mourn the deaths of 
Muhammad's grandsons with elabórate rituals. and Muslim students 
the world over leam the classical Arabic of the Quran.

The first caliph
By the end of his life. Muhammad had united war-torn Arabia and had 
pacified the fractious tribes. But Muhammad never formally assigned a 
successor. The question that aróse after his death was. Who will lead the 
Islamic community?

In the confusión following Muhammad’s death. it was Muhammad's 
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companion Umar who prompted a solution. According to the 
accounts of Muhammad’s life story, as his body was being washed in 
preparation for burial, Umar addressed a group of people who were 
debating where the community’s authority should lie.

“Do you not remember that the Messenger of God ordered Abu 
Bakr to lead the prayer?" he said, referring to the period before his 
death when Muhammad was too weak to lead the congrega!ional 
prayers.

“We know it,” they answered.
“Then which of you would willingly take precedente over him?” 

Umar asked.
“God forbid that we should take precedcnce over him!" they 

responded.
Umar then seized the hand of Abu Bakr and pledged allegiance to 

him. All the others likewise pledged their allegiance to Abu Bakr.
Muslims have a concept called bayah in Arabic. which means 

"oath of allegiance" and refere to the act of a leader being accepted 
into a community. When Abu Bakr accepted the bayah from the 
Muslims in Medina, he praised God and then delivered the following 
speech:

I have been given the authority over you. and I am not the 
best of you. If 1 do well, help ntc; and if I do wrong, set me 
right. Sincere regard for truth is loyalty and disregard for 
truth is treachery. The weak atnong you shall be strong with 
me until I have securcd his rights, God willing; and the 
strong among you shall be weak with me until I have wrested 
from him the rights of others. God willing. Obev me as long 
as I obey God and His Messenger. But if I disobey God and 
His Messenger. you owe me no obedience. Arise for prayer. 

may God have merey upon you!
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Abu Bakr became the first caliph of the ummah. He was succceded 
by thrce of Muhammad’s other cióse companions, Umar. Uthman, 
and Ali. These four leaders are known as the rashidun. or the rightly 
guided caliphs. They were chosen by the community based on their 
merit, as well as on their cióse association with Muhammad.

rhe RÍ^htly guided unes
Medina, 632 to 661
Abu Bakr found himself the leader of a community the likes of which 
Arabia had never seen before. For the first time, the tribes were united 
by their faith. Each respected thecommand given by Muhammad and 
the Quran not to attack one another. The Muslims then tumed their 
attention elsewhere. looking to expand their community.

Expeditions into non-Muslim lands scrved several purposes. They 
gave the young ummah a unifying activity and cemented the position 
of the caliph as a military leader. The tille Amir al-Mu'mineen 
(Commander of the Faithful) conferred on Umar bin al-Khattab. the 
second caliph, attests to the military aspect of the caliphs.

Before his death. Muhammad had begun to edúcate non-Muslim 
leaders from beyond the península about Islam, scnding them cordial 
letters of invitation into the faith. After his death. his closest companions 
continued the task of educating others about Islam and taking 
Muhammad's message with them into non-Muslim lands.

'lite expeditions blossomed during Umar's ten-year rule from 634 
to 644. By 644 Muslims controlled the lands of Egypt. Palestino. Syria, 
Iraq, and Persia. Under the ruleof the third caliph. Uthman. the Muslims 
capturad much of the North African coast. Just twenty years after their 
first battle—the battle of Badr—the Muslims found themselves leaders 
of a large and diverse empire. At the time. Islam was still very much an 
Arab religión as there was no effort yet made to convert the non-Arabic 
conquered peoples to the Islamic faith.

The rashidun were respectful of other faiths. especially the ahí al- 
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kitab. or People of the Book (Jews and Christians). who are mentioned 
in the Quran. During Untar’s rule, he invited about seventy lewish 
families to retum to live in Jerusalent after they had been banished 
from the city by the Rontans. Once, when it was time for the Islamic 
prayer, the Christian patriarch of the city invited Umar to pray in 
the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, but Umar refused. He was aware 
that if he prayed there. he might set a preceden! and Muslims might 
appropriate the Christian site for their own worship. So he prayed 
outside the great church instead.

Minorities living under Muslim rule were allowed to retain their 
legal systems except for certain criminal laws. Arab soldiers settled in 
garrison towns built outside the ntain towns and the conquered lands 
were left to local landowners who paid rent to the Islamic state.

Under the law of the desert. Arab tribes extended protection to 
weaker groups who were clients of the more powerful tribe. Once 
local lews, Christians, and others carne under Muslim protection. 
they could not be raided or attacked and were frec to practicc their 
religión. They becante protected subjeets (dhimmis) of the Islamic 
state. In return for protection and good treatment. the dhimmis 
paid a tax callcd the jizyah. There were times when. for one reason 
or another. the Muslim rulers couldn't protect their subjeets and 
returned the jizyah to the subject people.

In 644 Umar was assassinated by a Persian prisoner of war. and Uthman 
was elected as the third caliph. The ummah prospered for the first several 
years of his rule and saw some significan! developments. One of the most 
important. perhaps. was the complction of a written Quran.

The Quran was originally an oral recitation. and there were 
many among Muhammad’s contpanions who had memorized it 
in its entirety. But many of these learned individuáis were growing 
oíd and dying. The contpanions of Muhammad. particularly Abu 
Bakr and Aishah. recognized the danger of losing the Quran exactlv 
as it had been revealed to Muhammad. They set about collecting all the 
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writtcn verses of the Quran. which various people had in their possession on 
stones. leather, and papynis, and organizing them. with the goal of creating 
one complete text. There was initially some opposition to this proposal, 
because it had not been initiatcd by Muhammad, but the project continued 
nonetheless. Once the Quran was compiled, it was checked and rechecked 
by those who had memorized it and was ultimately left in the care of I lafsa. 
one of Muhammad's widows.

During Uthman's rule, from 644 to 656. people of different 
cultures, languages. and customs started converting to Islam, and 
Uthman saw the necessity of copying the Quran and distributing the 
one authentic versión throughout the caliphate. This is the Arabic 
versión that is in print today.

At the same time, on the frontiers of the caliphate. the Muslims 
scizcd Cyprus and continued across North Africa. To the east, thev 
went as far as the Indian subcontinent. But despite a succession of 
victories, the first fitnah, or turmoil, aróse in the Muslim ummah 
when Uthman was assassinated in 656 by a group of soldiers.

Ali was the obvious choice as successor. as he had been one of 
Muhammad's closcst companions as well as his cousin and son-in- 
law. Many Muslims believed that Ali should have been the first caliph 
instead of Abu Bakr, and they were happy to see Ali finally ascend to 
the position. The first ideological split within the ummalt occurred 
over this development, as some believed that the caliph should be a 
member of Muhammad's family and others felt that should not be a 
requirement.

Mcanwhile, Muawiyyah. a man from Uthman's own clan, the 
Untayyad family. had been appointed govemor in Damascus, and had 
a growing interest in beingchosen caliph. Ali's rule was not supported 
in Syria where Muawiyyah led the opposition movement.

When Ali assumed the post of caliph and settled in Kufa. a eity in 
Iraq. Muawiyyah challenged his rule by sending troops into Iraq and 
declaring himself caliph. Ali and Muawiyyah cante to an agreement. 
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but some of Ali’s followers withdrew their support claiming that by not 
crushing Muawiyyah, Ali had betraycd the ideáis of justice as set down 
in the Quran. This group of dissenters became known as the Kharajites 
(seceders). and Ali attempted to quiet them. But in 661 Ali was 
assassinated by a Kharajite.

Muawiyyah thcn established the first Islamic dynasty and 
shifted the capital of the ummah from Medina to Damascus. Many 
saw this geographic shift as mirroring an ideological shift away from 
the world of the Prophet. The rule of the rashidun had lasted thirty- 
fouryears before Muslims cante under the leadership of a dynasty.

The days of the rashidun and the expansión of the caliphate are 
seen by Muslims as a sign that the Muslim people were living in tune 
with God's laws. All four initial caliphs are regarded as bcing just and 
noble who ruled in the spirit of the Quran and exercised a strict sense 
of social justice. Many lamented the end of their era of rule.

The first Muslim Dynasty
Damascus. 661 to 750
Under Muawiyyah’s rule, the Umayyad dynasty was born. Arabic 
became the official language in Muslim lands. and Islamic coins 
bearing Quranic phrases were issued. The first major Islamic 
monument. the Dome of the Rock, was completed in lerusalem in 
691 and set the precedent for the distinctive architectural features 
associated with Islamic buildings. including the use of domes 
and verses of the Quran inscribed as decorative script. During the 
Umayyad dynasty. Islam spread castward into north India and western 
China as well as west across North Africa and into Spain.

During this time, the ummah became divided into various social 
strata with the Arab minority forminga privileged class. In reaction, 
Islamic scholars pushed for more stringent applications of the Quran. 
Later, the fteld of fiqh. the science of Islamic law based on the Quran 
and hadith. emerged. These movements had popular appeal as 
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dissatisfaction grew aniong Muslims unhappy with the distribution of 
power and atnong non-Muslims disgruntled by the lack of opportunities 

available to them.
Members of the Abbasid family, originally from Meeea. began to capí talize 

on this dissatisfaction by cmphasizing their closeness to Muhammad and 
tracing their descent through Muhammad’s únele Abbas.

rhe Abbasid caliphate
Bagltdad, 750 to 935
Tlie Abbasids carne to power by slaughtering as many of the ruling 
Umayyads as they could. One member of the Umayyad family, a young 
prince called Abd al-Rahman, managed to slip away and set up a satellite 
caliphate based in Cordova, Spain. The Abbasids meanwhile quashed 
any opposition to their rule and moved the capital from Damascus to 
Baghdad, where they set up an absolute monarchy.

The Abbasid dynasty proved successful on many fronts—politically. 
financially, and culturally. During its nearly two-hundred-year rule, rulers 
presided over a flowering of the arts and leaming. Although the empire 
eventually broke up into smaller, independent provinces. the Abbasids 
sought to establish equality for the empire’s various ethnic groups and 
provinces. The rulers realizcd that the fabric of the Muslim population 
had changed since the days of Muhammad and the rashidun. Converts 
to Islam were becoming the majority, and these new Muslims carne to 
the faith from many different cultures, bringing their oíd practices with 
them. The Abbasids thus sought to establish an officially and universally 
recognized form of Islam to regúlate the spiritual and daily lives of 
Muslims.

•rhe golden a<jc
750 to 1250
A cultural renaissance began during Abbasid rule, a flowering of the 
arts. science. and philosophy that spread from the eastern reaches 
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of the empire to the borders of Europe. The accomplishments made 
during this time affected the course and scope of modern civilization. 
The Islamic golden age was spurred by a simple directive found in the 
Quran: seek knowledge.

Muslim scholars traveled to all comers of the known world—China. 
India. Irán. Egypt, Greece. and Iraq—collecting the knowledge. current 
and historical. of the greatest civilizations. They translated sdentific and 
philosophical tests into Arabia. They then analyzed the translations and 
either accepted or rejected the thoughts and insights pul forward in the texts. 
Muslim scholars usad aspects of this new leaming to advance their own 
thinking and the intellectual development of the Muslim world as a whole.

As a result of these activities, the Muslim world became embroiled 
in various debates, challenges. and rebutíais, as the written word 
joined oral discourses as a means of relaying and transmilting 
ideas. Having leamed the Chínese art of papermaking. the Muslims 

A display of traditional writing implements and equipment from a Quranir school. Due 
to the scarcity of wood and paper, pupils often wrote on the shoulder blade of a cow, 
using a damp doth to erase the tests they had recorded there. Also shown are a glass 
inkwell, a reed pen, and an oil lap.



turncd paper into the standard médium for written communication. 
Professional manuscript copiers called waraqeen could copy a few 
hundred pages in a matter of hours. Bookshops sprang up in the 
inajor cities, such as Baghdad. Damascus, and Cairo, starting in the 
eighth century, and a publishing industry developed. Al its peak. tens 
of thousands of books were published each year.

Tlie intellectual debates that aróse during this age of cultural 
expansión were dynamic and stretched over cenluries as one scholar 
responded to the ideas of another. The debates led to the development 
of different groups and schools of thinking and ultimately fostered the 
evolution of new philosophies based on the wisdom of the Quran.

Institutions of leaming also aróse during this time, as students 
flowed out of the mosques. the traditional place of leaming, and into 
colleges called madrassas and universities called ¡amias. In 975 Al- 
Azhar. a great mosque, was dedicated in Cairo. Soon thereafter. Al- 
Azhar University, the world's first university. was started. It remains 
one of the best universities in the Muslim world.

The first hospital was also established on the banks of the 
Euphrates River. where clean water was collected upstream and 
waste sent downstream. Soon Baghdad alone boasted sixty hospitals. 
Doctore sludied optometry and communicable diseases. They were 
the first to diagnose smallpox and measles and understand how these 
diseases were spread. One of the greatest Muslim scholars. Ibn STnii. 
wrote a medical textbook of fourteen volumes that was used in the 
Western world until the sixteenth century.

In the field of mathematics. the Muslims developed the system of algebra 
and made great strides in trigonometn. A major motivation for this reseatvh 
was to find more accurate methods of dividing land in observance with the 
complicated Quranic stipulations on inheritance. In the field of astiwomy. 
the astrolabe was improved to chati the precise time of the sunrise and 
sunset. as well as the start of the fast of Ramadan, which begins when the 
new moon is sighted at the onset of the ninth month of the Islamic calendar.



The Sultán Hassan Mosque is one of the many distinctive centers of worship found in 
Cairo, Egypt

Muslims were also active in the social sciences. induding psychdogy history. 
ethnography. archaeology, and geography. They were tireless travelers 
and effective documentarians. Some of the earliest encyclopedias 
were compiled during this period and contained observations and 
analyses by Islamic travelers. Cartographers created maps that 
included lines of latitude and longitude. details about lides and the 
directions of prevailing winds. By the tenth century. an organized postal 
system—the world’s first—had been pul in place.

Islamic architecture evolved during the Abbasid dynasty. and the 
results can still be apprcciated today in the Moroccan city of Fez, the 
mud houses of Yemen’s capital city Sana, and the mosques of Cairo. 
Town planning developed to accommodate largo populations that 
swelled throughout the tenth and eleventh centuries. Towns were 
often built beside rivers that supplied drinking water and carried 
away waste. These communities were compact and organized into 
neighborhoods centering on mosques and universities. The souk. or 
marketplace. was the commercial centcr. Muslims at this time also 



introduced the idea of protected zones whcre development was 
forbidden to better conserve natural resources and wildlife.

The lslamic world is also renowned for its art whose roots lie in 
the days of the Abbasid dynasty. The depiction of human figures is 
not common in lslamic art. due to the belief that only God creates. 
Instcad. Muslims look calligraphy. geometric designs, and decorative 
arts in general to an extraordinary degree of complexity and gracc 
in the ateas of glasswork; metalwork; carpet, cloth. and tapestry 
weaving; book illustration: and miniature painting.

Until the lóOOs. the general flow of knowledge was from the 
lslamic world westward. Arabic was the languagc of scicnce, 
philosophy. Icttcrs. and arts. English words that originated in Arabic— 
such as sugar. coffee, sofá, algebra, and assassin—are reminders of 
the range. influence. and innovations of the lslamic civilizaron that 
flourished from the eighth to the thirteenth centuries.

DÍsinte<jration of the caliphate
No large empire based on agriculture can thrive forever. and gradually 
the Abbasids began to lose control of the peripheral provinces, such as 
the caliphate in Spain. There was growing and widespread awareness 
that despite the successful spread of lslamic rule and the Muslims’ 
astounding cultural and intellectual achievements, the caliphate ítself 
did not live up to the standards of the Quran. By the tenth century, it 
became clear that the Abbasid empire was in decline. Most Muslims 
saw this decline as an emanciparon for the ummah.

Over the next two hundred years. the caliphate became more of 
a symbol than a rcality and the Muslim world splintered into small 
dynasties and regional rulers—a política! development that was 
actually more in keeping with the egalitarian spirit of the Quran. 
The Shiite Fatimids took control ol Egvpt and ruled much of North 
Africa. Arabia. Syria. and Palestine. Turkish army officers (called 



amirs) established power in Iraq. Irán, and central Asia. Seljuk 
Turks, a nomadic Turkish tribe and converts tu Islam who hailed 
from central Asia, made a special arrangement with the caliph to act 
as his lieutenants throughout the Islamic world. Despite the cultural 
diversity of the regional rulers and the range of their various often 
far-flung realms, most acknowledged the authority of the Abbasid 
caliphate. at least nominally. Still change was inevitable, and over the 
next five hundred years, the Islamic world saw a series of undulating 
empires rise and fall.

crusaders and Mongols
1095 to 1405
With the breakup of the caliphate. individual regional rulers asserted 
themselves. They were often preoccupied with fighting one another. 
and the lands of the Near East became vulnerable to invasión. The 
Crusaders—Christians from western Europe acting on the orders of 
Pope Urban II to capture the I loly Land after the Seljuk Turks had 
made advances into Byzantine territory—attacked lerusalem in 1099. 
massacring its inhabitants and establishing states in the región. It took 
the Muslims almost a hundred years to drive the Crusaders out. In 
1187 a Kurdish general called Salah ad-Din succeeded in reclaiming 
lerusalem.

The next serious challenge the Muslims faced was from the 
nomadic warriors who carne riding out of the steppes of Mongolia. 
The arrival of the Mongols proved to be a turning point in Islamic 
history. Never before had such significant arcas of the Muslim world 
been so soundly defeated. The Mongols were intent on building an 
empire, and their military superiority lay in their tribal unity. strict 
discipline, ability to endure hardship. heavy but mobile armaments. 
and their use of tactics such as spies and acts of terror.

Baghdad fell to the Mongols in 1258 and with it fell the Abbasid
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dynasty. The invaders razed the city and set the librarles on fire, 
causing eenturies of leaming to go up in smoke. Survivors fled east 
to India and west to Egypt. The Mongols sacked eities across the 
región and ereated an empire spanning from China in the east to 

Constantinople in the west.
Although the Mongols originally had shamanic traditions. their 

policy of building on loeal cultures led them to adopt Buddhism 
when they conquered China, and. after extending their empire into 
the .Muslim world. to adopt the Islamic faith.

The Mongols set about rebuilding the eities they had destroyed. 
bringing new energv and ideas of expansión to the Muslim world. But 
damage had been done and in the haze of the smoldering librarles of 
Islams great eities. the Golden Age drew toa cióse.

With the fall of the Abbasid caliphate. a new polity emerged in the 
Islamic world. Rulers were not Arabs or descendants or companions 
of Muhammad; neither did they rule by consensus. The Mongols ruled 
in han and the eastern edges of the Muslim world. and the exchange 
of goods and ¡deas with East Asia thrived. In 1250 the Mamluks. a 
military corps of former slaves mostly from central Asia and southem 
Russia, took power in Egypt and Syria. and the westernmost parts of 
the Islamic world saw a series of dynasties rise and fall.

closin? the qates
1200s onward
It is impossible to pinpoint what caused the decline of Abbasid glory and 
the intellectual sctbacks. Some historians say that Mongol destruction 
made the Islamic world aware of its own vulnerability and caused it to 
tum inward. Others attribute the downlall to the corruption of leaders 
and to ongoing intemal divisions.

Others point toward the loss of Spain. Internal fighting in al- 
Andalus and corruption in the far-flung capital of Córdoba had led to



the loss of all bul the small city-state of Granada. When the Muslim 
sultán Boabdil of Granada handed the Christian king Ferdinand the 
keys to the city of Granada in 1492. he ended eight hundred years of 
Muslim rule in Spain.

Still othcrs blame the ulema (religious scholars) for the intellectual 
decline. The ulema liad controlled civil society since the caliphate broke into 
independentlv ruled regions in the early 900s. These regions were militarily 
controlled by the emirs, and the ulema govemed the intellectual. religious. 
and social affairs of the population. With the proliferation and distribution 
of books and the growing distance betwccn an author and his ideas, the 
ulema becanie worried that texts. especially the Quran, would be vulnerable 
to a range of interpretations. The ulema were additionally concemed about 
tnaintaining their own power and influence. They began to atlempt to 
control and curtail intellectual inquiry.

Whatever the cause, over the course of a hundred years the outward- 
looking, knowledge-secking attitude of the population shifted. A more 
reductionist and isolated position generally prevailed.

ottoman Empire
Fourteenth century to 1922
By the late fourteenth century. a family that ruled one of the small 
states that had emerged from the Mongols' declining empire was 
becoming increasingly powerful. This was the Osmanli family. 
otherwise known as the Ottomans. They were Turkish-speaking 
nomads who had converted to Islam. The age of Ottoman rule began 
with the conquest of Constantinople in 1453. a city that had long been 
considered a great prize due to its strategic location at the crossroads 
of Europe and Asia. The city was renamed Istanbul in 1950. The 
Ottoman ruléis laid claint to the Islamic caliphate. after pushing out 
the last Abbasids living under the Mamluks in Egypt. The Ottomans 
did not require travel documents of any Muslim arriving from outside 



the empire. They also provided the Islamic world with a political 
center and supported Islamic orthodoxy. The Ottomans developed 
an efficient military body and spurred economic growth by invading 
other territories. They coexisted with two other large empires, the 

Safavids in Irán and the Mughals in India.
Ottoman success was aided. in part. by the acquisition of 

gunpowder. At its peak in the sixteenth century, the empire ruled 
much of the Middle East. North Africa, and what are now the Balkan 
states and Hungary. and its population was estimated to be between 
50 and 50 million. Despite the overall cultural and intellectual 
decline of the realm. Islam was, at the peak of the Ottoman entpire, a 
formidable political forcé in the world.

But by the end of the eighteenth century. the Ottoman empire, 
was. in many respects, a ntirage. Although the Ottomans had 
mastered warfare and the acquisition of new territories. the rulers 
in Constantinople were losing control of the fringe provinces: 
outside the capital, local rulers were often corrupt, taxes were barely 
collectcd. and nade had declined.

As the Ottoman empire began its decline in the late 1700s, the 
Westem world was gathering momentum. The Ottomans realized that 
reforni was necessary to survive and they began to institute changes in 
the empire, such as importing F.uropean instructora to teach languages 
and new Western sciences. These attempts at Westernization lcd to 
stirrings of Turkish nationalism and culminated in the creation of a 
secular Turkish state under Mustafa Ketnal Ataturk in 1924 after the 
Ottoman empire was dissolved at the end of World War I.

Along with the Ottomans. two other absolute monarchies ruled at 
around the same tinte: the Shiite Safavids in Irán (1501-1732) and 
the Moguls (1483—1858) in India.

The Safavids established the first Shiite entpire. Shiistn is one of 
the two major branches of Islam. The leaders imported Shiite ulema 
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from the Arab world and installed them in madrassas whcre they 
could teach an orthodox form of Shiism.

The Moguls ruled with tolerance for the other religions in India 
and built some spectacular buildings, including the Taj Mahal in 
Agrá and the Red Fort in Delhi. Akbar led the Mogul empire at its 
peak (1556-1605). His reign was characterized by tolerance and 
cooperation with the Hindus and people of other faiths. During 
this time, the expansión of Islam continued as traders and mystic 
wanderers (known as Sufis) brought the faith east to Southeast Asia 
and north into Europe.

•rhe west Afrives
As the Muslim world saw the rise and fall of one monarchy after 
another. western Europe was gradually emerging as a powerful forcé 
on the global scene.

Beginning with India, in the 1700s. and swceping across the 
Middie East to the west coast of Africa, various Western nations 
entered one lslamic countrv after another. France occupied Algeria 
and Tunisia; England ruled F.gypt and Sudan; and Russia controlled 
of parts of central Asia and the Persian empire. England was involved 
in the development of the /Xrabian Gulf sheikhdoms (including what 
is today the Unitcd Arab Emiratos, Qatar, Bahrain, and Ornan) and 
later helped them develop the institutions needed to harness oil and 
other resources.

The defeat of the Ottomans. who were allied with the central 
European powers in World War 1. as well as rising secular Turkish 
nationalism. led to the breakup of the Ottoman empire at the end 
of the war. Parts of the territory were divided bctwccn England and 

France.
The process of colonization had a profound effect on the lslamic 

world and has colored the way many Muslims view the West. Even
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after the various colonizing Western nations relinquished their 
foreign holdings, thev left various conflicts in their wake. England left 
India fracturad into Hindú India and Muslim Pakistán, in 1947. and 
faeing the violence that ensued. The creation of the secular Jewish 
state in Palestine in 1948. backed by the United Nations (UN) and 
with British support, caused the exile of thousands of Palestinians, 
Mulsim decendants of the Arabs who had inhabited the región.

■rhe Modern islamic state
The twentieth century collision between the Muslim world and 
the West resulted in the creation of a patchwork of politically 
autonomous states with Muslim majorities. For the first time in their 
history. Muslims were not considered members of an overarching 
caliphate. Instead they wcrc split into the citizens of nations that 
were. in some cases, created without regard to regional or ethnic 
differences. The región known as Kurdistan. forexample. was divided 
starting in 1923 among Turkey, Syria. and Iraq. The large región 
known as Sham was split into Syria. lordan. Lebanon. and Palestine. 
Islamic countries were now faced with the daunting task of building 
themselves. sometimes from scratch. into modern nation-states that 
had to establish their identities on an international level. Perhaps the 
biggest issues these modern states encountered involved questions of 
nationalism, democracy, and secularism and the role of religión in the 
governing and judicial structure.

Since the days of the Prophet Muhammad until the end of the 
Ottoinan empire, Muslims had belonged. at least loosely. to one 
community based on faith—the Islamic uinmah. with one caliph. 
They were Muslims first and citizens second. Now they were faced 
with fitting themselves intodefinite regional, but somewhat arbitran, 
boundaries.

The concept of democracy poses a challenge to Islam by the simple 
fact that in a democracy the people are considered sovereign. Most
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democracies have a republican form of government in which citizens 
express their will through elected representatives. Bul according 
to Islam. God is the only sovereign. Muslim jurists pondcred the 
question of how human-created laws could be reconciled with the 
laws that God laid down in the Quran.

Although the Quran does not specify a particular form of 
government that Muslims should institute, it does identify various 
social and political valúes that it should embody. Among these are 
justice. social cooperation, and a consultative method of govemance. 
Many Muslims argüe that the elemental components of a democracy— 
the institution of the vote, the división of power, an independent 
judiciary, and a free press—are concordant with Islamic valúes of 
govemance.

Those Muslims in support of democracy point to the dcmocratic 
principies of Islam, such as the concepts of bayah (oath of allegiance). 
shura (consultaron), and the histórica! fact that Muhammad did 
not assign a successor but left the decisión to the community. They 
also note that all four rashidun were elected by the consensus of 
the community and that Muhammad himself wrote a constilution. 
Furthermorc, Islam is a religión bascd on justice. and thus. the pursuit 
of justice is the responsibility of every human being. In the words of 
Islamic scholar Khaled Abou El Fadl, “Democracy does not ensure 
justice. But it does establish a basis for pursuing justice and thus for 
fulfilling a fundamental responsibility assigned by God to each one of 

us.”
During the creation of the modern nations. Muslims had to face 

an integral element of democracy, that is. the separation of church 
and state. Islamic concepts such a tawhid, the absolute oneness of 
God. and the unity of everything in existence mean that the exclusión 
of religión from politics. or from any other arena of life. is impossible. 
But rather than rejecting the idea of separation of church and state. 
many Muslims instead understand the separation of church and state
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to refer to the govemment not forcing a particular religión on the 
people. Another term for the separation of church and state, then. 
is freedom of religión, itself an Islamic concept and one addressed 
in the Quran that states there is to be no enforced religión. (Quran 
2:256)

Another result of an increased awareness of the West in the 
Muslim world was the rise of significant thinkers and ideologues who 
were motivated by questions of how to modernize their countries. 
Most attempts to rnerge modern Western ideas of democracy with 
Islamic societies have been. unfortunately. more superficial than 
substantial. and parts of the Muslim world are still searching for an 
ideal Islamic political system that works in modern times.

Some states with majority Muslim populations have secular or 
socialist govemments (such as Indonesia and Turkey). Other states 
are govemed by Islamic law (such as Saudi Arabia). Today, there are 
about fifty indepcndent countries with a Muslim majority. and many 
other countries have large Muslim populations. Collectively. these 
countries are generally known as the Muslim or Islamic world.

Many Muslims dream of a united Islamic world. like in the days of 
the rashidun. In the ñame of political. economic, social, cultural, and 
scientific cooperation among the states in the Islamic world. King 
Faisal of Saudi Arabia established the Organization of the Islamic 
Conference in 1969 with the aim of strengthening Islamic solidarity.

BQcklash
With the spread of Western valúes and modernity throughout the 
Muslim world over the last fifty years. in places a spike of conscrvative 
and often extremist valúes has risen in response. Some people in the 
Muslim world feel at odds with the West and see the military actions 
of the United States and Great Britain in the Middle East as another 
instance of the colonialism of the past and motivated by the desirc for
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oil and strategic inlcresls.
The more extreme individuáis and groups. claiming to be acting 

in the ñame of the religión, advócate using violence and terror to 
retalíate against what they see as wrongs inflicted by the Western 
world and the encroachment of undesirable Western valúes. But only 
a fringe minority of Muslims are involved in such tactics; the vast 
majority of the Muslim world decries the use of such violent acts as 
suicide bombing (suicide is forbidden in the Quran) and the killing 
of civilians (also forbidden). Most Muslims are devastated by these 
actions being conducted in (he ñame of their religión and feel that 
proponents of terror and violence have seriously deviated from true 
islam, which is characterized by peace, wisdom. and high moral 
valúes. The religious leaders, people. nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs). and governments of many Muslim countries are working 
hard to find solutions to end the violence and créate understanding 
as Islam and the world enter the intial decades of the twcnty-first 
century.



Muhammad’s Message To Humanity
The Quran states that people were created to worship the One who 
created them; this is the purpose of human lile. A Muslim endeavors 
to be the best human being possible in the eyes of God by following 
the Quran and the example set by the lile of Muhammad.

A simple way to understand Islam is to think of the Quran as the 
message, God as the author of the message. and Muhammad as the 
message bearer.

The Islamic religión is built on specific beliefs and practices that 
must be acceptcd and followed for a person to be considerad an 
actively practicing Muslim. The goal of the observant Muslim is to 
pcrfcct thesc practices to obtain a deepening understanding of God 
as a divine presence. As Muslims devote themselves to their faith. 
they experience three progressive categories of spiritual awareness:

islam: the conscious and delibérate surrender to God 
imán: the deepening certainty in the existence of God; and 
ihsan: perfecting oneself in terms of faith, action. and humanity.

To ¡Ilústrate these concepts, the following story about Muhammad 
offers an apt summary of the main beliefs and practices of the Islamic 

religión.

One day, the l’rophet was seated with his companions when a 



stranger or exceedingly black hair and excecdinglv white clothes 
approached the group. None of the eompanions knew him, yet 
he had no signs of travel on him. The stranger sal down knee to 
knee opposite the Prophet and placed his palnts on the Prophet's 
thighs. Then he asked Muhammad, “Oh Muhammad. tell me. 
what is islam (surrender)?" The Prophet answered him. listing 
what are known as the Five Pillars: “Islam is to testify that there 
is no god but God and that Muhammad is God's Messenger. to 
perform the daily prever, bestow alnis, fast during Ramadan. and 
inake. ifyou can. the pilgrimage to the Ka'bah in Mecca.” To the 
surprisc of Muhammad's companions. this stranger responded 
by saying, “You are corred."

Next he asked "What is imán (faith)?" to which the Prophet re
sponded by listing the ítems of belief: in God. in the angels. in 
all the books. in all the messengers. and in the last day, life after 
death. and that no good or bad comes to a person but by God's 
providence. Again the questioner said. “You have spoken truly.”

Then he asked. “Tell me. what is ihsan (excellence)?” To 
which the Prophet answered, “Ihsan is to worship God as if 
you sec Him; and if you don’t see Him. then worship Him 
with the conviction that He seesyou.” The man replied again, 
“You are correcl."

Then the stranger stood up and took his leave. After his de- 
parture. the Prophet asked his companions. “Do you know 
who that was?" They answered in the negative. "That was 
the ángel Gabriel, and he cante to teach you your religión."

7 he fundamentáis oí Islam, as this story relates, are contained in 
the beliefs and the practices, also called the Five Pillars. of Islam.



■rhe five Beliefs
There are Uve primary anieles of belief in the Islamic faith. Together 
they ntake up the philosophical fabric of the religión.

I. Belief in God
Muslims believe that there is only one God, or Allah in Arabic. God 
is unique. without a partner, and beyond description, beyond the 
boundaries of human conception. The Quran describes God through 
metaphor and parables:

God is the light of the heavens and the earth. The parable of his 
light is, as it were, that of a niche containing a lanip: the lanip is 
enclosed in glass, the glass shining like a radian! star, lit from a 
blessed tree—an olive tree that is neither of the casi ñor of the 
west—the oil of which is so bright that it gives light of itsclf even 
though Tire has not touched it. Light upon light! God guides to 
his light whoni he will, and propounds parables to men since 
God alone has full knowledgc of things." (Quran 24:35)

To Muslims. God is known as the Most Merciful. Anecdotes of this 
attribute are threaded into every aspee! of Islam. The Arabic word 
for “merey,” rahma. is derived from a word meaning “womb" and 
signifies both the nurturing a child receives in the womb and the love 
a mother has for her child. All creation is said to be embedded in the 
merey of God. epitomized by God's words “My merey prevails over 
my wrath" and the chanting of the angels closest to the Divine.

Muslims believe that everything that exists, continúes to exist, 
and ceases to exist is dependan! on God. God's existence is without a 
beginning or an end. The oneness and uniqueness of God. known as 
tawltid. is the central message of the Quran.

Why the singularity of God is stressed in the Islamic faith stems 
from the fací that the message of Muhammad was first introduced to
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Muslims refer lo God in Arabio as Allah subhana wa talla (“God. the most 

exalted and high”).

In the Quran, God refera to himself in various pronouns such as I. we. and he. 

Islamic scholars have proposed that the rcason for these several pronouns mav 

be so that the readcr does not form an image in his or her mind about who or 

what God is.

Muslims also believe that God is neither malo ñor female. But since there is no 

personal pronoun in either Arabio or English that distinguishes beyond gender. 

it is easiest and ntost comnton to refer to God as he. rather than she. Muslims try 

to seo past this liniilation in human language.

a polytheistic culture. The pre-lslamic Arabs had various gods that they 
worshipped through the use of idols. In addition. for Muslims God's 
singularity is diminished not only through idols. Setting up a "partner” 
to God also refers to concepto, ideologies, material acquisitions, worldly 
pursuits, and even one's own ego. If the focus of Islam is surrender to 
God. then this means that God should be a person’s highest priority and 
nothing elsc should conté cióse in terms of importance.

This preeminence of God for the Muslim believer begins toexplain 
the nature and frequeney of the Islamic canonical prayer—five times 
a day. One's worldly life is suspended during prayer. as priority and 
focus are given to God alone.

2. Belief imite Messengers
Muslims believe that God contmunicates to humanity through specially 
choscn human beings. called prophets or messengers. Prophets have 
been sent toall peoples in all cultures and at all times. The prophets have 
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similar life stories in that they are commonly rejected by the majority 
but have managed to capture the attention of a small percentage of 
faithful. Some prophets are persecuted or put to death. Each one had a 
distinct personality and a particular emphasis but their essential message 
has been the same: that is, to recognize and worship God and live a 
righteous and moral life, The critica! presence of the prophets is stated 
in the following verse: “And indeed. within every civilization, have we 
raised up an apostle (entrusted him with this message): ‘Worship God 
and shun the powers of evil!'" (Quran 16:56)

The Quran mentions twenty-five prophets by ñame, starting with 
Adam. the first human being and prophet. and including Noah. 
Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, lacob. loseph, David. Solomon. Moses, 
Aaron. |ob. Jonah. |ohn the Baptist, lesus. and Muhammad. The 
Quran also states that many more prophets existed than are named 
in the Quran. thus leaving room for the possibility that spiritual 
leaders can be found in other cultures and eras: "And indeed (Oh 
Muhammad), we sent forth apostles before your time: some of them 
we have mentioned to you (in the Quran). and some of them we have 
not mentioned to you ...“ (Quran 40:78)

Muslims believe that the prophets are true bearers of God's messages. 
and the Quran tells people to make no distinction between them. (Quran 
2:285) Bul Muslims believe that Muhammad was the last prophet and 
that God will send no other prophets until the end of time.

The Quran mentions that the prophets, like individual human 
beings. are not equally endowed with attributes: “Some of these 
apostles we have endowed more highly than others: among them were 
such as were spoken to by God. and some he has raised yet higher. 
And we vouchsafed to lesus. the son of Mary. all evidence of the truth. 
and strengthened him with holy inspiration." (Quran 2:255)

Muslims believe that lesus was a prophet but not the son of God. because 
they do not believe that God has offspring like humans do. They also do 
not believe that lesus was crucified but only appeared to have been.
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One of the niost important traits of a prophet is that he or she is always 
human, thereby providing a living example of the heights individuáis are 
capable of rcaching. If a prophet was an ángel, mortal human bcings 
could ncver aspire to following that angelic prophet’s example.

Given his human nature. a prophet cannot know the unknowable 
except through divine revelation. The Ouran instructs Muhammad 
to clarify this to his people: “Say: Tt is not within my power to bring 
benefit to, or avert harm from. myself, except as God may please. 
And if I knew that whích is beyond the reach of human perception. 
abundant good fortune would surely have fallen to me. and no evil 
would ever have touched me. I am nothing but a wamer, and a herald 
of glad tidings unto people who will believe.’" (Quran 7:188)

A prophet cannot transcend the laws of nature through miracles; 
miracles are impossible without divine intervention. The Quran 
instructs Muhammad to inform his people. "Say: Miracles are in the 
power of God alone." (Quran 6:109)

Miracles. found in the life stories of most of the prophets. serve 
to prove that they are true prophets. Miracles are not emphasized 
in Muhammad's life story, although he did perfomi some. Rather. the 
emphasis of Muhammad's teachings is on the miracle of the Quran itself 
and of how it was revealed to him. Islamic scholars have compared 
the passing of the Quran from God through Muhammad to the divine 
conccption of Jesús through his mother Man. God revealed the complex 
and poetic Quran through the unlettered Muhammad; God breathed the 
soul of Jesús into the virgin womb of Mary. Muslims see the descent of 
the Quran as the real miracle of the Islamic faith.

3. Belief in the Messages
Muslims believe in the validity of the messages brought by the 
prophets: “Indeed. all this has indeed been said in the earlier 
revelations.' (Quran 87:18) They also believe that the Quran 
reitérales and clarifies principies laid down in previous scriptures,
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such as the Torah. the lewish scriptures that are also referred to as 
the Oíd Testanient.

The Ouran. consisting of verses called signs or ayahs in Arabic 
and arranged into 114 chapters, is the essence of Islam. Muhammad’s 
role was to reveal and cxplain it. The Quran was originally an oral 
rccitation. and Muhammad memorized each verse as it was revealed 
to him. Additionally. many of his companions memorized the entire 
Quran. some of them writing it down as well.

In keeping with tradition. people around the world memorize the 
entirc Quran—sometimes by the age of seven. Due to its rhythmical 
quality, the Quran is known to lend itself easily to memorization. 
When a student memorizes the Quran in the schools of Mecca, 
Medina, and clsewhere. that student receives a certifícate in which 
the chain of transmission is recorded. The ñame of the student is 
placed last; above the student's ñame is the ñame of the tcacher; and 
above the teacher's ñame is the teacher’s teacher. This chain continúes 
through the line of teachers. At the top of the chain—the first ñame 
on the list—is the Prophet Muhammad. He received the Quran from 
the ángel Gabriel who received it from God.

4. Belief in the Angels
Muslims believe in the existence of angels as beings of light and as part of 
the unseen world. Angels are always among people although they cannot 
be seen unless they take the form of a human or other material being. 
An example of an ángel that assumed a visible form is Gabriel who took the 
form of a man when he visited Muhammad while he was sitting with his 
companions and when Gabriel appeared to Mary to tell her that she would 
bear a son. Unlike human beings. angels do not have their own frcc will. 
Thus, humans can reach beyond the heights of the angels—or fall below the 
station of animáis—depending on their intentions and deeds.

According to Islamic theology. angels were created before human 
beings. When God created Adam. he asked all the angels to prostrate
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themselves before him. which they did—all except Iblis, or Satan. 
Salan then vowed to lead human beings astray from the path of 
righteousness until the Day of (udgment, when all souls will stand 
before God and have their lives judgcd. God agreed to let Satan act 
as an agent of evil to test people’s faith.

Angels were created by God to worship him and. by executing his 
commands. to help with the functioning of the universe. Apart from 
worshipping God and encircling his throne. the angels have several 
other speciíic tasks including bringing messages from God to his 
prophets and emissaries on earth. This task is reserved for Gabriel. 
They protect human beings. as stated in the Quran: “For eaeh there 
are angels in succession before and behind him: they guard him by 
command of God." (Quran 15:11)

Angels record the deeds and intentions of human beings in minute 
detail. Muslims believe that there is an ángel on the right side and 
the left side of each person who records everything that person does. 
This record is to be read when the person is called to account on the 
Day of ludgment. Each salaat (Islamic prayer) ends with the words 
salaam aleikum (“peace be upon you"). said over each shoulder to 
the angels on either side. Angels also take charge of the people of 
heaven and of hell.

When a person dies. ‘Azra’il, the ángel of death. collects the 
human soul. The Quran tells Muhammad: “Say: One day the ángel 
of death. who has been given charge of you. will take your souls. 
and then to your Sustainer will you be brought back.” (Quran 
32:11)

The ángel Mika'il (Michael) blows a hom marking the significant 
events in the souls existence. He issues three blasts: the first at death. 
the second to awaken people from the slumber of death. and the third 
at resurrection.
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5. Beliefin the Afterlife
The Quran describes what happens after a human lile expires. Time 
and again the Quran admonishes people who refuse to believe that 
a day will come when creation will come to an end. Each human 
soul will be raised from the dead to meet God. each person’s actions 
judged. and the station of that soul’s afterlife determined.

At the time of death, a moment determined by God. the ángel of 
death comes to take the soul. The soul is taken to its resting place 
in the grave. There it stays until the Day of Resurrection, when all 
souls will be awakened from the slumber of death to await their 
meeting with God. Next comes the Day of ludgment when all souls 
will be evaluated in terms of their actions and intenlions on earth. 
Good deeds will be weighed against negative ones, as recorded by the 
angels. Muslims believe that God will ask each person whether or not 
they acknowledged him and his messengers and will review how each 
person spent the moments of his or her lile.

From the moment of this review onward. good deeds will bring 
unimaginable pleasure. and negative deeds will bring unimaginable 
pain. The souls of the people who acknowledged God and lived a 
good life—who were merciful toward others. generous, truthful. 
patient. and pious—will enter the gates of paradise. Those who 
denied or ignored the existence of God and who were arrogant. 
miserly. oppressive, unjust, and untruthful will descend into the fires 
of hell.

Beliefin theafterlifeis an importantaspect of lslamic faith because 
it not only tests a person’s trust in what the Quran and Muhammad 
says, it also affects how a Muslim lives his or her life on earth. The 
quality of the experience of the afterlife differs depending on how 
individuáis lived in relation to God. others. themselves. and the earth 

and its creatures.
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The Quran describes the ingredicnts of living a good lifc, also 
called the siral al mustakin or Straight Path. Here is one such 
example: “Righteous are those secure in their belief in God. the 
hcreafter. the angels. the scripture and the prophets; who give wealth 
lovingly for the love of God to relatives. orphans, the poor. travelers, 
petitioners, and who set slaves tree: who keep the prayer and pay 
the zakat; who fulfill their promises when they make a promise. who 
are patiently constant during distress and affliction and in times of 
conflict. These are the truthful; these are the pious." (Quran 2:177)

The five pillars
Belief alone is not enough to live a complete Islamic life. The Quran 
and sunnah emphasize practice—acting on the beliefs. Muslims 
believe that the quality of a person's actions determines the soul’s 
place in the life to come. The Five Pillars of Islam are the structures 
of practice on which a Muslim's life is built. They fíame the life of 
a Muslim from the cali to perform the one-time pilgrimage (hajj) to 
guidance as to how to react in any given situation. The Five Pillars 
give Muslims the tools by which to exercise their beliefs and live a 
righteous and successful life.

I. Testimony of Faith (shiihada)
This entrance into the Islamic faith is a testimony in two parts. 
Muslims bear witness. publicly and privately, in their intentions, 
words, and actions that there is no god but God and that Muhammad 
is a messenger of God.

In Arabic. the shahada sounds like this: a-shadu a-la ilaha illallah, 
wa a-shadu anua Muhammad a-rasul-ullah. One can hear it regularly 
on the lips of Muslims and during the cali to prayer that rings out five 
times a day, spoken as a way of reminding themselves of God.
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Declaring the shahada admits a person (of any background, 
culture, or religious tradition) into the Islamic faith. It is recordcd 
in the hadith that Muhammad emphatically stated that any human 
being who says the shahada must have his or her life and propertv 
protected by the Muslim community (the umrnah).

Tlie goal of every Muslim is to live out the shahada in one's thoughts, 
words. and actions. The first part of the shahada states there is no god 
but God. On first glance, this sentence means that there is only God. 
God is unequaled and has no associate gods. Probing a little deeper. 
this sentence means that human beings are not to set up any rivals to 
God—things. ideas, or desires that take priority or precedence. Upon 
deeper investigation. still more meanings unfold. Some scholars transíate 
this first part of the shahada to mean that there is no reality save an 
overarching spiritual reality. This viewpoint would mean that nothing 
in this earthly world is real in its own right: no thing generates its own 
energy. Nothing has any lasting power or strength; everything will at one 
time die, collapse, crumble, or disappear, Everything that exists does so 
for the duration that God allows it to continué to exist.

To Muslims, then. building a life based on flimsy material 
objects, and even on human relationships, is like building a house 
on quicksand. The material objects will crumble. and individuáis will 
eventually die and be separated from those people and things they 
love. Muslims aim instead to build a life based on the bedrock of a 
divine reality. choosing to believe—even if they do not have any direct 
material or tangible proof—that the only real life is the life to come. 
This is a difficult concept for many people to accept. a point raised 
several times in the Quran when God laments people’s inability to 
have faith in something they cannot see or fully comprehend.

Muslims view human existence in four stages: the womb, the life 
of this world. the grave, and the afterlife. Each soul moves through 
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the successive stages. Just like the baby in the womb has no clue of 
what life outside the womb will be like, we have no idea what the 
experience of life in the grave will be like.

If. in the Islamic view, the worldly realm is a fleeting one. what then is 
the purposc of this life? Muslims believe that this world is an important 
testing ground to determine where a person will go in the next life. Fvery 
situation eneountered. cvery human relationship developed is either an 
opportunity to do good or a hole into which a person may fall by doing 
wrong. The world is a place to accrue rnerit that will bear fruil in the 
afterlife, although Muslims do cnjoy the good and lialal things in life 
because God created them for human use and enjoyment.

The second part of the shahada—Muhammad is a messenger of 
God—is important in its relationship to the first part. Muhammad’s 
life is a manifestalion of God’s message to humanity on how to 
live a good life. Muslims scc the sunnah of Muhammad as both a 
responsibility and a liberation.

Ilow is it a responsibility? With Muhammad’s life and character 
as an example. Muslims believe there is no excuse to act in ways 
in which he would not have. Muslims look tow'ard the actions and 
behavior of Muhammad for guidance on how to act in all situations.

Muslims see the second pan of the shahada as a liberation and a 
mercy in that God did not send Muslims only the Quran to teach them 
how to live. I le also sent a living example to leam from. The Quran and 
the sunnah set the parameters of the Straight l’ath (siral al mustakin) 
that Muslims attempt to follow throughout their lives. But blind imitation 
(taqlid) is not encouraged in Islam. Rather, the Quran and the teachings of 
Muhammad emphasize the useof human reason: "Say (Oh Muhammad): 
This is my way: testing upon conscious insight. accessible to reason. I ani 
calling you all lo God—I and they who follow me." (Quran 12:108)

2. Five Daily Prayers (sa/aat)
Muslims believe that the human soul is a wisp of God’s divine breath. 
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that each individual soul cante from him and will return to him. The 
Quran describes an agrcement between human beings and God. 
Before being born. each human soul is asked to bear witness before 
God. He asks. “Am I not your Lord?" (Quran 7:172) All souls testify 
that indeed God is Lord. Yet often people get caught up in their daily 
lives and come to believe that this world is the only existence. If they 
do remember that there is more than material existence, it is a vague 
sense that comes in inspired ntoments.

Muslim mystics speak of veils existing between the individual and God. 
For Muslims. the ultímate task is to try to remove those veils to become 
conscious, albeit while in this earthly realm, of the truths of the other. 
higher realm—to strive to be as aware as possible of the divine prescnce 
at all times. The five daily prayers. which interrupt worldly life. 
encourage human beings to pause, remember. and become aware of 
God's presence.

There are two types of Islamic prayer. The formal, ritual prayer 
is called salaat. Personal communication with God. the sccond 
type of prayer. is called du’a, which means “supplication.” Salaat is 
obligatory. whereas du’a is optional.

Muslims are required to offer salaat five times a day. First, a 
Muslim must purify him or herself by performing wad'u. or ablution, 
which entails running water over the hands. face, head, ears. nose. 
mouth, the arms up to the elbows, and the feet. Then the Muslim 
stands on a prayer mat, facing the direction of Mecca. and sets his or 
her intention to pray for the glorification of God.

During one eyele of prayer, or one rakka, a person begins standing, 
then bows forward, gocs into full prostration. and ends in a seated 
position. Each movement is accompanied by the recitation of specific 
prayers. verses of the Quran. and magniFications of God. A person 
begins by rcciting the first verse of the Quran followed by another 
verse of his or her choosing. The first verse of the Quran. called the 
Fatihah or Opening, can be translated as follows:
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In the ñame of the merciful, compassionate God
All praise is for God, Lord of the worlds 
The merciful. the compassionate 
King of ludgment Day 
You alone do we worship, and you alone do we turn to for hclp 
Guide us along the straight path, the path of those whom you 
have blesscd,
Not the path of those upon whom is your wrath. ñor of those 
who have gone astray.
Amen. (Quran 1:1-7)

The Fatihah is simultaneously a glorification of God. a plea for 
guidance, and an acknowledgment of submission. It is also called 
the Mother of the Book or the Foundation of the Quran in that it 
sums up the essential message of the Quran. A Muslim recites this 
verse at least seventeen times a day during the five daily prayers. The 
Muslim prayer ends by invoking God’s blessings on Abraham and 
Muhammad.

Muslims believe that the ángel Gabriel showed Muhammad 
how to perform the ritual ablution and the sequence of daily salaat 
when he revealed the Quran to him in the cave above Mecca. A 
few years latcr, during the Night Journey, as Muhammad passcd 
through the levéis of heaven he saw angels prostrating themselves 
to God in adoration. just as Gabriel had taught him. These same 
movements niake up the ritual salaat. No matter the cultural or 
language differences among Muslims from Africa. Europe, Asia, 
or the Americas, when they meet one another in Mecca and stand 
side by side, they perform the same prayers in the same manner 
and in the same language. Arabic.

It was also during his Night Journey that God gave Muhammad the 
number of salaat a Muslim ntust pray each day. After his mecting with 
God. Muhammad started his descent through the heavens toward 
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earth. On the way. he passed Moses who asked him the number of 
prayers that God had given to his people. “Fifty," Muhammad replicd. 
Moses said. “Prayer is a weighty thing and your people are weak. Go 
back to God and ask him to reduce the number." So Muhammad 
went back. and God decreascd the number. Again Moses insisted that 
this was too many for Muhammad's people. So he went back again 
and again until the number had been reduced to five. At that point he 
was ashamed to ask for further reductions. Thus, Muslims pray five 

times a day.
Each time of day requites a different number of rakkats. Muslims are 

obliged to pray two rakkats at dawn. four just after the sun reaches its 
zenith. four in the mid-aftcmoon, three at sunset. and four when night 
has fallen. The reason behind the number of rakkats at each time of day 
is mysterious—there is no clear or histórica! answer. But Abu Hamid al- 
Ghazáli (1058-1111). an Islamic intellectual who lived and taught in 
present-day Iraq, olfered an intcresting analysis: “|ust as medicaments 
are composed of mixtures of elements diffcring in kind and quantity... 
likewise. the acts of worship. which are the remedies for the [maladies of 
thej heart. are composed of actions differing in kind and quantity so that 
a prostration is the double of a bowing. and the moming prayer is half as 
long as the aftemoon prayer..."

Like a sick person following the advice of a qualified physician. 
following the spiritual prescriptions of the prophets can cure 
spiritual maladies. Al-Ghazáliidentifies these maladies as including 
hypocrisy. egotism. and self-delusion. The benefits of following the 
prayer prescriptions are interior knowledge and awareness of God. 
which cures all spiritual maladies. Al-Ghazáli notes that all aspeets 
of the spiritual prescription work cooperatively and synergistically. 
To get the best results. a patient does not mix medications. Rather 
he or she follows the course of one to completion. Thus. the 
rakkats of one particular time of day are complementan with the 
number of rakkats at other times of the day.
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the cali to prayer
The Islamic cali to prayer. the adlian. can be translated 
as follows:

God is mosi great. God is most great.
I testify thai there is no god except God.
I testify tliat there is no god except God.
I testify that Muhammad is the messenger of God.
I testify that Muhammad is the messenger of God.
Come lo prayer! Come to prayer!
Come to success (in this life and the hereafter)! Come to success!
God is most great. God is most great.
There is no god except God.

The story behind the origin of the cali to prayer can he traced to the early days of 

the Muslim community in Medina. As Muhammad was considering how to cali 

the people to prayer—w hether to use a bell. hom, or woodcn clapper to sumnton 

the faithful—one of his followers cante to him to tell him of a dream he had 

recently had. The Muslim had dreamed that a man dressed in green robes passed 

by carrying a wooden clapper. The Muslim asked if he could huy the clapper. 

The man inquired whv he needed it. The Muslim replied that it would be used 

to cali people to prayer, whereupon the man in green replied. "i'll show you a 

better way to sumnton the faithful." He then said. "God is great. God is great! I 

testify that there is no god but the one true God. I testify that Muhammad is the 

messenger of God. Come to prayer! Come to the highest place! God is great! 

There is no god bul the one true God!"

The Muslim related this dream to Muhammad. who recognized it as a true visión 

and accepted it. He then assigned Bilal. a Ireed African slave and one of the first 

Muslims. who had a powerful voice, to cali the adhan. So. Bilal went to the 

highest house in the oasis of Medina every moming befóte daybreak and sal on 

the rool until he saw the first thread of dawn light. Then he rose and. with his 

magnificenl voice. recitad the adlian. Today. the same adhan can Iré heard five 

limes a day the world over.
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5. The Fast of Ramadan (sawm)
During the holy month of Ramadan (the ninth month of the lslamic 
calendar), Muslims abstain from eating. drinking. smoking, and sexual 
activity from sunrise to sunset. Engaging in bchavior always considered 
negative, such as lying, gossiping and chcating, can also break a 

person’s fast.
The fast of Ramadan, like the fasts of other spiritual traditions, 

is an exercise intended to purify the body and senses, increase 
spiritual awareness, and unify the religious community. A fasting 
person understands what his or her neighbor is going through. and 
they both feel what it might be like to be hungry. Fasting increases 
an individual's compassion and understanding. Fasting makes 
tangible the weak and feeble human nature and also the strength of 
self-determination and the profound depth of spirit.

While fasting. people watch their own behavior carefully, striving 
for perfeelion—even a lustful look or an impatient word can be 
sufficient to break a person’s fast. Muhammad once said that a fasting 
person who does not guard his or her tongue or avoid negative actions 
gains little from their fast except hunger and thirst.

Ramadan is a time for studying the Quran, praying, inner reflection, 
spending time with family. and retreating from the dentands of daily 
life. Abstaining from everyday activities encourages a person to assume 
or access a difieren! level of awareness. Ramadan affords Muslims an 
opportunity to evalúate their priorities and gives them time to spend in 
quiet contemplation.

4. Purifying Dues (zakat)
Each Muslim must give away a mínimum of 2.5 percent of his or her 
wealth each year—this ineludes income, inheritance, and jewelry. The 
amount of zakat is higher. closer to 20 percent. if a Muslim makes his 
or her income in lields such as mining for oil or gemstones. Either 
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way, by performing this act, the 
income a Muslim earns from his or 
her job is purified and turned into 
an act of worship. The purpose of 
zakat is to spread and attempt to 
equalize the wealth of a society.

The importance of charitable 
generosity is assertcd again and again 
in the Curan. Charitable giving, in 
the form of money, food. or material 
ítems, or even as kind words, a 
smile, or the intímate relations 
between husband and wife, is highly 
encouraged in Islam. Hoarding 
and taking financia! advantage 
of other people is absolutely 
discouraged. Muhammad is known 
to have said, "Bringing about a just 
reconciliation between twoparties 
is charity; helping a person mount 
his animal or load his baggage is 

An Iraqi girl reads from the Quran on the first 
day of Ramadan. During this ninth month of the 
Islamic calendar, Muslims are eapected to fast 
from sunrise to sunset.

charity; a good word is charity, removing obstacles in the street is 
a charity; smiling at people is charity." It is important to remember 
that zakat is not considered relief for the needy in the community.
It is a religious obligation incumben! on every Muslim household.

5. Pilgrimage to Mecca (hajj)
“Proclaim to all people the duty of pilgrimage: they will come on foot 
and on every kind of fast mount. coming from every faraway point on 
earth. so that they might expcrience much that shall be of benefit to 
them ..." (Quran 22:27)

8
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The fifth pillar of Islam is the pilgrimage to Mecca, called the hajj. 
The hajj is made over five days in Dhul-Hijjah (the twelfth inonili of 
the Islamic lunar calendar). Muslims are requircd to undertakc this 
pilgrimage once in their lifetime—if they are physically and materially 
able to do so. Today this annual ritual of pilgrimage to Mecca draws 
more than two ntillion people from all over the globe.

The Ka'bah, known as "God’s house” or the “navel of the world," 
is a cubc-shaped structure made of stone. One puré black stonc is 
sel into its eastern comer. I laving once housed the idols of the pre- 
Islamic Arabs, today the Ka’bah is virtually empty inside. It is in the 
dircction of this cube that Muslims bow in prayer five tintes a day. 
Mosqucs throughout the world are built oriented in its dircction. The 
dead are buried and animáis sacrificed with their faces turned toward 
the Ka’bah. Muslims believe that directly above the earthly Ka'bah 
there is a heavenly one that the angcls circle. while directly above the 
angelic Ka’bah is the throne of God (al-Arsh al-Adhim). For the last 
1,400 years, Muslims have directed their passion. devotion, yearning. 
and joy toward Mecca.

Tradition dates the pilgrimage ritual to the time of Abraham. The 
ritual itself consists of circumambulating the Ka'bah seven times, 
asccnding the nearby bilí of Mount Arafat. and camping on the 
plains below it. Abraham's willingness to sacrifice his son Isaac as 
commanded by God, is remembered by performing a sacrifice. usually 
of a sheep. Pilgrims travel seven times betwecn the hillocks of Safa 
and Marwa near the Ka’bah as a re-enaetment of I lagars panicked 
flight between the same two hillocks when she searched for water 
for a thirsty, young Ishmael. During Muhammad's last pilgrimage in 
the year 632. he formalized the rituals for future generations. Today 
Muslims perform the pilgrimage rituals as he did then.

Before embarking on the hajj. pilgrims purify themselves by 
entering a state called ihram. They start by washing using unperfumed 
soap. I hen the men wrap themselves in two pieces of unsewn white
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The hajj, or pilgrimage «o Mecca, is one of the Five Pillars. Here pilgrims 
ritually circumambulate or walk around the Ka’bah, the focal point of 

Mecca and Islam's holiest site.
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cloth to symbolize the equality of all humans before God. and women 
cover themselves from head to toe with only their faces and hands 
exposed. They perform two eyeles of prayer and pronounce their 
intention to perform the pilgrimage. Once in the stale of iliram, 
pilgrims must not adorn themselves with any beautifying agents 
such as makcup or perfume. They must abstain from hunting. sexual 
relations. gossip, lying, and thieving to be considered in a puré state.

Muslim jurists classify the Meccan pilgrimage rites as rites of 
devotion rather than as rites of understanding. Each act has complex 
ritual, spiritual, and histórica! symbolism. God says in the Quran: 
"Unto every community we have appointcd different ways of worship 
which they ought to observe . . ." (Quran 22:67). That God has 
commanded these rituals is reason enough for Muslims to do them 
with great passion.

The hajj is also a unique bonding expericnce, bringing the ummah 
together. Mecca has always been an importan! crossroads in the 
Islamic world. "For centuries, the pilgrimage used to be the annual 
Islamic convention before annual conventions became the nornt. 
People from all over the world got to know each other. learned from 
each other, and exchanged ideas and producís." American imam 
Feisal Abdul Rauf noted. “Even until recently, one would go on 
pilgrimage and perhaps acquire a fine Persian carpet from an Iranian 
pilgrim or frankinccnsc from an Omani."

In the words of religious scholar Frithjof Schuon, "The pilgrimage 
is a prefiguration of the inward journey towards the Ka’bah of the 
heart and purifies the community, just as the circulation of the blood. 
passing through the heart. purifies the body."

Pilgrimage to Mecca often changos everything in the life of 
a Muslim. Some die there, some plan to die there; others reach an 
elevated state of spiritual consciousness; some men shave their 
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heads and some women don the headscarf out of a desire to heighten 
their remembrance of God and the spiritual path on which they are 
traveling. To many. pilgrimage is the realization of a drcam they have 
spent their whole life planning and saving for. They cram into buses 
and bounce for miles across the Arabian Península, or they lly first 
class from far-flung destinations. But when they arrive, dressed in two 
pieces of unsewn white cloth and stripped of material adomments, 
they stand shoulder to shoulder. equal before God.
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STRUCTURE

The Earrh is a prayer bu«j
"The earth has been made for me and for my followers a place for 
praying.... Therefore pray wherever the time of a prayer is due. "
- hadith of Muhammad

One of Islams defining features is that it contains no structure of 
religious hierarchy—like the clergy or papacy of Christianity or the 
caste system of Hinduism headed by Brahmin priests. Instead. eaeh 
Muslim is responsible for his or her own spiritual evolution and will 
eventually stand alone before God. But Islam offers vital tools that 
help prepare and purify a person for that ultimate meeting.

Muslims believe that humans were created to adore and worship 
God and that the ultímale happiness is to be cióse to him. To live 
in a way that earns his pleasure fornts the trajectory of a Muslims 
life. I’erfecting one's relationship with God ineludes perfecting one's 
relationships with others. Islam contains an inner spiritual dimensión 
and an outer social dimensión: a Muslim hones the spiritual principies 
during acts of prívate worship and puts them into practice during 
daily social life.

The most important relationships are those with a person's 
immediate family—parents, spouse, and children; a person's extended 
family: the Islamic community and its spiritual leaders; the global 
society at large; and the rest of the created world—anintals. plants. 



and the physical environment. Each relationship is governed by a 
specific etiquette (adab), which has as its underlying goal the desire 
to please God by striving to attain the attributes of ihsan (virtuous 
excellence). The structure of Islamic life, as the Muslim believer 
moves toward God, involves the functioning of individuáis in relation 
to themselves, to their families and community, to the global Muslim 
ummah, and to the rcst of the created universe.

Lovin<j the oivine
Each individual is responsible for maintaining and dcepcning his or 
her relationship with God and for increasing the quality of his or her 
spiritual life, striving against those forces that stand in the way of 
l'aith and tarnish the soul and embracing those forces that cleanse 
and uplift it. This is the lifelong, moment-by-moment effort of each 
Muslim.

In Arabio, the word for struggle or striving is jihad, a term that 
is often too narrowly translated as “holy war." A famous saying of 
Muhammad regarding jihad comes from a time when he and his 
companions were returning from battle; he commented that they 
were returning from the lesser jihad to the greater one—to the jihad 
against the ego and other illnesses of the human heart. Imam Feisal 
Abdul Rauf described jihad as “the psychoiogical war you wage 
within yourself to establish the kingdom of God in your behavior and 
build a lifestyle in keeping with God's dictates."

Some of the spiritual tools that assist in a person’s ascensión to a 
higher level of spiritual understanding are theorctical. while others 
are of a more practica! nature.

En<ja^in<£ the Quran
Muslims believe that the best way to begin to part the veils said to 
stand between each person and God is to study God's message to 
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humanily—the Quran. The Quran is to be primarily understood as 
a recitation and its rhythm can only be understood propcrly when it is 
recited in Arabic. the original language of its revelation. Proper recitation 
is known as larteel. which perhaps can best be translated as “resonant or 
hannonious recitation." There are many stylcs of recitation. but none of 
them changes the essential meaning of the text.

Tlie Quran is said to have several layers of meaning—some of 
which are so esoteric they will never be known to human beings—and 
each individual musí develop a personal relationship with the Quran 
through reciting it and studying its meaning.

The first and most important source of interpretation of the 
Quran is the Quran itself. In many instances, the Quran introduces a 
concept. phrase, or verse and then explains it, The next best source of 
interpretation is Muhammad. whose lile was a iiving commentary on 
the Quran.

Muslims also study the interpretations of various scholars over 
the ages. The interpretation of the Quran has become an elabórate 
science known as tafsir. The earliest written interpretations, still in 
use today, appeared around the end of the ninth century and were 
based on the commentary of the companions of Muhammad.

Non-Muslims often complain that the Quran is difficult to read 
and understand—Muslims sometimes feel this way too. Hamza Yusuf 
I lanson, an American conven to Islam, offers one explanation: "The 
Quran is not a linear narration. It’s a book that is coming at you from 
every angle. It is speaking in the first person. Suddenly. its in the 
second person. then it’s in the third person. It’s speaking about the 
nature of God. And suddenly it’s talking about inheritance laws and 
what you do when somebody dies. . . . The Quran in its own pages 
describes itself as being similar to the stars at night. . . . It appears 
to you to be a jumbled group of lights, of heavenly orbs that really 
don t have any pattem. But if you begin to look cióse, and . . . begin
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Friday prayers at the Umm al-Qura Mosque in Baghdad, Iraq, find this father 
and son studying a passage in the Quran together. The life of Muhammad, the 
writings of various religious scholars, and the Quran itself are seen as the holy 
book's most important sources of interpretation. 
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to really reflect, gradually. this order begins to emerge. And that is 
the experience with the Ouran. The Quran initially presents itself as a 
disorderly array of lights. But as you begin to immerse yourself in this 

book. a deeper order begins to emerge."

Lovina the Beloved of god
Another way Muslims attempt to get eloscr to God is to study the 
example of Muhammad and apply it to their own lives. Muhammad's 
words. actions. and reactions were recorded in detail by his companions 
as well as by scribes assigned for the purpose. One scribe was a highly 
literate boy called Anas. The boy s parents originally sent him to work as 
Muhammad's personal servant. Anas's job became to note Muhammad's 
words and deeds. which they would then review together.

Tlie complex process of collecting and ranking the authenticity of hadith 
(each hadith was given an indicator of the probability of its veracity) began 
in the ninth century and resulted in sLx ntajor compilations of authenticated 
hadith and numerous lesser-known ones. Notable antong these compilations 
are Al-Muslim's Sahih and Al-Bukhari's Saliih (sahilt means “true” or 
“valid”). Tlie two scholars. Al-Muslim and Al-Bukhari. were meticulous 
about ensuring that every hadith was authentic. and they did so by tracing 
each one to Muhammad (this process is called isnad. meaning "chain”). 
Al-Bukhari is said to have traveled across central Asia and the Middle East 
collecting more than six hundrcd thousand hadith. of which lie accepted 
2.762 as solidly authentic.

Today Muslims know details of Muhammad's life. such as which 
of the numerous varieties of dates were his favorite. If a Muslim needs 
clarification on a certain topic. he or she can go to one of the books of 
hadith and look up what Muhammad said or did in a similar situation.

perfecíirnj the acts of oevotion
A major tool Muslims have to guide them on tile path toward 
God is the Five Pillars. Muslims perfect these five acts of worship by 
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seeking the deepest meaning of the shahada. perfecting the timing and 
choreography of the five daily prayers, meeting all the criteria of fasting 
during Ramadan, ensuring that the correct amount of zakat is givcn at 
the proper time, and striving to make the pilgrimage to Mecca.

Performing the Five Pillare, although they are the minimum 
requirements of anyone who considera him or herself to be a Muslim, 
holds the potential for immense spiritual understanding and growth.

Beyond the Five Pillara, a Muslim may perform optional, additional 
acts of worship—which Muhammad himself used to do—to endear 
him or herself to God. Thesc inelude extra prayers. prayers said late 
at night, fasting. meditations on the Quran. and charity beyond the 
zakat. Additional acts of worship can inelude sessions of dhikr (or 
remembrance, where people chant the ñames of God), memorizing 
the Quran. and seizing opportunities to do random acts of kindness.

Tmvelin<j the islamic Road
Muslims believe that the fastest and most direct way to God is to 
follow the Islamic road known in Arabic as the shariah. which 
litcrally means "the way to a watering place." The watering place is 
God, and the path is composcd of the laws derived from the Quran 
and the sunnah of Muhammad.

The basic intent of the shariah (also known as Islamic law) is to 
safeguard the interests of each person in this world and the next. 
Specifically, the shariah proteets five things: life. sanity. religión, 
wealth (including property), and family. If any of these things are 
violated, shariah is absent and justice is not being done. Justice is a 
main theme of the Quran. and a Muslim is required by the laws of the 
Quran to strive toward justice in all areas of life.

The primary sourccs of the shariah are the Quran. the sunnah, 
ijma (consensus antong the Islamic community). and qiyas (analogies 
drawn from the sunnah on niodern circumstances not directly 
addressed in the Quran or sunnah'). Two other considerations are
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public interest (whal is best for the ummah) and custom (cultural 
elements of a particular society). While the Quran is timeless and 
etemal, shariah laws evolve over time and adapt to the particular 
circumstances of a given moment or place.

when rhings qo wron?:
islamic Transgrcssions

Tlw guiding principie as tu whal is lawful and what is prohibited in Islam is 

derived from tile eoncepts of beauty (Itusn) and ugliness (i/ubli). Muhammad 

said. "Cod is beautiful and likcs beauty" and Muhammad himself did not like 

extremes. Islam is described as the religión of the middle path. Anvthing that is 

not exprcssly forbiddcn t/iuramt is considerad permissible ihalal). Thus, the list 

of ihings permitted greatly outnumbers the list of things prohibited.

There is also an emphasis in the Quran on God's forgiveness. as reílected in the 

following verse: "Thosc who avoid the tnily grave sins and shatneful deeds. even 

though they may somelimes stumble. behold. your Sustainer is abounding in 

forgiveness." (Quran 53:32)

Tlie major sins or crimcs in Islam, called hudud, inelude acts sueh as murder. 

consuming intoxicants. ganibling. stealing. lying. disrespecting one’s parenls. 

committing suicide, practicing magic. and associating anything with God.

Loving Touf Neitjhbor
Social life in Islam—from family relations to business transactions to 
jurisprudence and how laws are organized—falls under the umbrella 
of religión. fo earn the pleasure of fellow creatures is to earn God's 
pleasure. A Muslims inner spiritual life manifests in his or her 
reactions to and interactions with the outer world. Society is a place



where a Muslim puts into practice 
the lessons learned in the deepest 
recesses of the soul.

There are various elements of 
Islamic social life. starting with the 
most basic etiquette.

This woman walhs past the ramparts that sur- 
round the medina in the Moroccan town of 
Taroudannt. She wears a traditional garment 
often referred to as a diador. The veil that 
leaves the area around her eyes exposed is of
ten referred to as a nikab.

islamic Etiquette (ac/ab) 
Islamic moráis and manners, adab. 
exist for every aspect of life— 
eating, drinking. speaking, washing. 
sleeping, waking, dressing, having 
sexual relations. working, studying, 
being a parent, being a child. being 
a friend. and being a member of 
the community—to ñame a few. 
Muslims believe that Muhammad 
had perfected his adab.

The adab of daily life is of the 
utmost importance in a Muslim’s 
life and works in conjunction with 
the adab of worship and the overall purpose of Islam, which is to 
live a clean. harmonious life as an individual, family member. and 
participant in a society that is oriented to the worship of God.

The Quran cmphasizes the good treatment of parents. Muhammad 
identified one's mother as being the most important person to care for 
and is reponed to have said. "Paradise lies at the feet of the mother." 

Muslim men are responsible for their immediate female relatives. 
All Muslims are encouraged to keep cióse ties with their blood 
relatives and to help them in any way that is required. When giving 
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zakat, a Muslim looks to poor or needy rclatives first. because he or 
she will be accountable for them on the Day of ludgment. The Quran 
makes special mention of takingeare of sick people. weak people. oíd 
people. poor people. orphans, travelers. and newcomers to town. It is 
considerad good adah to accept social invitations and to reciprócate.

•rhe caliphate of the miman Bein?
In Islamic theology. the core of every person’s spiritual self is known 
as the abode of harmony or the viceregency. God states in the Quran 
that human beings are God's representatives (caliphs) responsible for 
applying and upholding his laws on earth.

I Juman life. then, is a sacred trust. In simply living. human beings 
have been given a major task and how each person lives up to this 
responsibility will be carefully noted. This means executing the Five 
Pillars. bul going even further. Responsibilities that come with being 
human inelude worshipping the one who created everything: seeking 
truth and justice; caring for one’s physical body, caring for others; 
showing merey, respect. kindness. compassion. and love towards all 
creatures; spreading peace. concord, and harmony; caring for the earth: 
and preventing injustice and oppression. In summary, Muslims strive 
to reflect the qualities of God through both their inner selves and their 
outward actions.

Cultivatingpersonal strengths and attributes—being the best person 
one can be—is an importan! aspect of the viceregency. Attaining 
knowledge. power. and wealth is encouraged in Islam because these 
attributes make a person more effective and serve humanity better 
than do ignorance. weakness, and poverty.

The Quran and hadith are full of references to seeking knowledge, 
such as the lollowing hadith: "The superiority of a learned person 
over a mere worshipper is like the superiority of the full moon over 
all the stars." The Quran also says: "God grants wisdom to whom he 
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wills; and whoever is granted wisdom has indeed been granted wealth 
abundant.” (Quran 2:269)

There is a hadith that encourages people to corred wrongs with 
rights—it is a social obligation for Muslims. Muhammad said. "When 
you see an evil act, stop it with your hand. If you can't, then at least 
speak out against it with your tongue. If you can’t. then at least dislike 
it with all your heart, and this is the weakest of faith.” So. even if 
a person is powerless to intervene in any way, sending corrective 
thoughts in the direction of the situation is enough.

Keeping the public peace is important and is reflected in the 
ways that Muslims strive to cover their faults and mistakes as well as 
others'. Muslims believe that if a person covers the faults of another. 
God will cover that person’s faults on the Day of Judgment. Thus, the 
good of the group is more important than the good of the individual. 
At times in Islamic history, Muslims have accepted less-than-ideal 
rulers for the sake of social unity.

Finally, as God’s representativos on earth. humans must look and 
act the part. even on the rnost seemingly superficial levels. In Islam, 
there are detailed requirentents for personal hvgiene and general 
upkeep. such as wearing clean and presentable clothes and trimming 
nails and hair. There are specific ways to wash before prayer. before 
embarking on pilgrimagc, as well as after sexual relations. a menstrual 
period. and childbirth. Muhammad was fastidious about personal 
cleanliness and regularly kept his mouth fresh by chewing niiswak, 
a stick known for its antiseptic qualities. He also loved perfume. 
Although mcn in the Muslim world are discouraged from wearing silk 
and gold. luxurious material symbols, they do keep themselves tidy 
and looking and smelling good. Women observe the same hvgiene 
etiquette as men and beautify themselves with additiona! adornments, 
but the Quran instructs them to keep their beauty. both natural and 
embellished. conccaled from the eyes of the general public.
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islamic Holidays
Friday (Yawm al-lummab)
Friday is called the Day of Gathering (Yawm al-Jummah), and every 

able-bodied man is required to attend the congregational noon prayer 

al a mosque. It is considerad a mini-pilgrimage and a good bonding 

experience for the community. In most places, women can also attend 

and often do. Certain wealthy Gulf countries such as Ornan and Qatar 

have beautiful large spaces for women to pray. air-conditioned and 

scented with the favorite incense of the región, oud. a wood from the 

tropical forests of Asia. On Fridays. people take a ritual shower. don 

their best clothing, apply perfume, and go to the mosque where the 

imam leads a sermón alter which everyone prays. Businesses are shut 

from Thursday night through sunset on Friday for Yawm al-lummah.

Festival of Breaking lite Fast (Eid al-Fitr)
Eid al-Fitr takes place at the end of Ramadan. the monih of fasting. 

This festival begins with a congregational prayer in ihe morning. Then 

families and friends exchange visits over the next three days, dressed 

in their finest cloihes. Children delight in oulings. such as pony rides 

in public parks, and in exchanging gifis.

Festival of Sacrifice (Eid al-Adha)
Eid al-Adha follows the pilgrimage lo Mecca and is celebraied by 

all Muslims—nol onlv those who embarked on the pilgrimage. This 

festival also begins with a congregational prayer followed by the 

sacrifice of an animal, symbolizing Abraham's willingness to sacrifice 

his son after receiving the COinmand from God to do so. A Ihird of the 

sacrificial rneat is kept by ihe fatnily who sacrificed the animal, a third 

is given to friends and family. and a third is given to the poor. The 

meat is received with jov and oltcn cooked and eaten immediately.
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These men attend prayers for Eid al-Adha, a festival that commemorates 
Abraham offering his son as a sacrifice after a command from God. 
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a place of prostration
The mosque plays a central role in Islamic social life. Men are 
encouraged to pray the five daily prayers in communion with other 
Muslims at the mosque. On Fridays, men and women congrégate there 
for the noon prayer and sermón. The mosque is also a centcr for social 
services. Moncy, food. and clothing are distributed to the poor: and 
children and adults come to leam the Quran and other Islamic studies.

The word mosque comes from the Arabio masjid. meaning place 
of prostrations. In pre-lslamic times, the area around the Ka’bah was 
called the masjid. Although Abu Bakr built a place of prayer next to 
his housc in Mecca. the first mosque is considered to be the mosque 
Muhammad built in Quba near Medina where he stopped on the 
hijrah. Muhammad built the second mosque in Medina and used it 
for the rest of his life for prayer and sermons.

islam splintered
During Muhammad’s lifetime, the Islamic community was one. But 
by the end of rule of the fourth caliph. Ali, the cousin of Muhammad. 
the first major ideological cracks had appeared within the umntah.

Some Muslims believed that Muhammad’s successor should 
be a relative. These people carne to be known as Shiites. The word 
Shiite can be defined as “followers, adherents. disciples. faction, 
party. sect.” Shiites believe that Muhammad had designated Ali as 
his successor. Although nonc of Ali’s offspring assumed the política! 
position of caliph. they did hold the succcssive position of spiritual 
leader (imam) to the Shiite community. Today many Shiite imams 
trace their lineage back to Ali. Shiite Muslims account for about 15 
percent of the more than one billion Muslims worldwide.

The other major group of Muslims believed that Muhammad’s 
successor should be the most able person in the community. not
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necessarily a relative. They are known as Sunni Muslims. a reference 
to their dedication to the sunnah of Muhammad. Today, the majority 
of Muslims are Sunnis. Sunnis make up about 85 pereent of the 
Muslim population.

In investigating the sects of Islam, the most important thing to 
remember is that belief in onc God and in the prophethood of 
Muhammad is what makes a person a Muslim. Many Muslims today 
lament the fraeture of the umniah into seets and echo the words of the 
theologian and jurist Ibn Taymiyya (1265-1528): "The Prophet has 
said. 'The Muslim is brother of the Muslim .. .' How. then. ean it be 
permitted to the community of Muhammad to divide itself into such 
diverse opinions that a man can join one group and hale another onc 
simply on the basis of presumptions or personal caprices, without any 
proof coming from God? Unity is a sign of divine elemeney, discord 
is a punishment of God."

a word on the sufis
From the earliest days of Islam, certain people were interested in an 
inward. esoteric orientation of the religión. These Muslims were called 
Sufis from the Arabio word tasawwuf (which comes from the word for 
“wool,” as they often wore simple wool garments). Sufis are often called 
the “mystics of Islam" and are compared to the Cabalists of ludaism and 
the saints of Christianity. Sufis are primarily concemed with the essencc 
of religión and their own spiritual development. That is not to say that 
they do not prescribe to the fundamental obligations of Islam. In fact, 
the opposite is often truc: along with the ritual practices of the Islamic 
faith. Sufis perform additional. non-obligatory practices. They say extra 
prayers in the middle of the night. chant the ñames of God over and 
over. and recite certain verses of the Quran. Their purpose is to cleanse 
themselves of human i I Is such as anger. jealousy, arrogance. and excessive
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An Egyptian Sufi dancer whirls to the beat of percussion instrumente on 
the e»e of Muhammad's birthday.
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egotism and to créate an increasing awareness of the divine presence. 
Sufis cultívate intense feelings of love in their hearts for God. and the 
Sufi path is often called the "path of love."

Some of the greatest thinkers in lslamic scholarship have been 
Sufis. Among them is Abu Hamid al-Ghazáli. who lived in modern 
day Iraq in the late I OOOs and left a career as a university professor to 
travel through the lslamic world to scck knowledge. The Andalusian 
mystic Ibn al-'Arabi was a prolific thinker and writer who died in 
Damascus in 1240. And today, one of the most popular poets in the 
United States is the Sufi saint falál ad-Dln ar-Rümi, who lived and 
taught in the 1200s in present-day Turkey.

Sufis have often been viewed with suspicion in the eyes of the 
test of the uminalt for their perceived unorthodox practices. except 
for a period of time between 1300 and 1800 when many Muslims 
were members of one or another Sufi order. Today, Sufis are active 
throughout the Muslim world, including Africa. Turkey. Bosnia, 
western Asia, and India. Sufi orders are also flourishing in the 
Western world. whcre non-Muslims find the loving Sufi approach to 
Islam very appealing.



THE UMMAH TO DAY

"líe liare created you all out of a mate and a female and made you 
into nations and tribes so tliat yon might come to know one another. " 
(Quran 49:13)

From the small community of Muslims struggling to survive 
persecution in the Arabian Desert 1.400 years ago. today Islam is 
the world's second-largest religión, after Christianity. More than 
one billion Muslims live in the world; one person in five defines him 
or herself as a Muslim. Today. about fifty countries have Muslim- 
majority populations. Some countries have a large albeit minority 
Muslim population. and nearly every country has some Muslims 
living within its borders.

Although many people view Islam as a cultural monolith. the 
Muslim world is. in reality. extremely diverse. Fcwer than 15 percent 
of all Muslims are Arab. and most Muslims live in Asia. Indonesia 
has the largest Muslim population of any country.

Islam has come to be expressed through many different cultures, 
but the Five Pillars are practiced identically the world over. A 
congregation of Muslims praying the Friday prayer in Senegal goes 
through the same ritual motions as does a congregation in Bangladesh 
or the United States. and the language of prayer is universally 
Arabio. But the sermón may be delivered in different languages 
(Wolof. Bangladeshi, or English. for example): the people may wear 
different Ítems (a boubou, a salivar kameez, or jeans and a T-shirt);
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These young women in Senegal share a laugh after gathering for 
prayers marking Eid al-Adha at an outdoor mosque in the nation's 
capital. Dallar.
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the architecture of the inosque may differ; and when the prayers are 
finished. the people return to their vastly different lives.

Likewise, many Islamic valúes and manners (adab) are consisten! 
across borders. Strong family ties, based on the Quran’s insistence on 
respectful treatment of parents and keeping good relations with relativos, 
are apparent across the Muslim world. Drinking alcohol is not common 
in observan! Muslim communities. and where it does happen it is kept 
hidden from public view. A conservative attitude about the social mixing 
of men and women is another Islamic valué.

Countries differ in their interpretations of the orthodox teachings 
of Islam. In Saudi Arabia, for example. prayer times are enforced 
with shops. restaurants, and businesses closing five times a day. As 
it is a traditional and conservative culture, women are not allowed 
to drive and most are completely covcred from head to toe in black 
abayas (cloaks). On the Indian subcontinent. on the other hand. 
women wear colorful outfits and generally do not eover all of their 
hair. (Some may wear a scarf draped loosely over their head.) Women 
in the subcontinent not only drive but even take política! office. Four 
Muslim-associated countries—Bangladesh, Pakistán. Turkey, and 
Indonesia—have seen women heads of state in recent years. There 
are constan! discussions within the umrnali over which practices are 
cultural and which are "Islamic."

The diversity of Muslims in the world today lends richness to the 
ummah. The mixing of people from the Islamic world and the West. as 
well as converts to the Islamic faith. is invigorating the Islamic expcrience. 
but it also adds a wealth of differences in opinión and interpretations. 
Nowhere is this more apparent than in the United States.

islam in the united states
Not unlike the first Muslims who lled persecution in Mecca to live a 
better lile in Medina. Muslims today flee repressive regimes in their 



homclands or seck better education and opportunities in the West. 
Muslim emigrants from regions such as Palestine, Kashmir, and 
Bosnia find refuge on American soil.

It is difficult to gauge the precise number of Muslims living in the 
United States. but demographers put the number anywhere from two 
to six million. The largest number of Muslims in the United States 
are of south and central Asian heritage, followed by those of African 
American heritage. then by those of Arab heritage.

1 he Muslim American community is made up of three main 
groups. The first group ineludes immigrants from all countries of the 
Islamic world and their children. The children of these immigrants— 
the second or even third generations—are the ones who have bridged 
the gap between the worlds their parents carne from and life in 
the United States. African Americans make up the second group. 
Americans who converted to Islam comprise the third and smallest 
group.

Ingrid Mattson. a professor of Islamic studies at the Hartford 
Seminary. identifies three different Muslim responses to mainstream 
American culture. There are those who resist and view American 
culture as being jahili (immoral and ignorant of Islam) and tend to 
isolate themselves in Islamic neighborhoods; those who embrace 
American culture and see it as being to varying degrees concordant 
with Islamic valúes: and those whoselectively engage with mainstream 
American culture and effect social change while remaining highly 
conscious of the limits placed on them by their religión.

Muslims in the United States act as catalysts for change in the way 
Islam is practiced the world over. The rich combination of civil society 
and the general freedom of religious expression found in the United States 
offer fertile ground for the development of new ideas among Islamic 
thinkers. reformers. and intellectuals. Their intellectual contributions. 
in flelds such as fiqh, creative endeavors in film, literature. and art. 
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and in social progress have resonante throughout the Islamic world.
American Muslims are particularly enthusiastic in addressing the 

biggcst question: What does it mean to be Muslim in the modern 
context? In all periods of its history, the Muslim ummali has had to 
define its understanding of itself in the particular circumstances of 
the day. Today, Muslims pender how they are to apply a 1,400-year- 

old message to a modern context.

a took Back in rime . . .
Tlie earlv history of Muslims in the United States is murky. Muslims 
carne with the slave ships from Africa in the early lóOOs. Many of 
the first-generation Africans maintained their Islamic identity. but 
this identity became weaker in succeeding generations as they were 
encouraged to convert to Christianity.

In the late 1800s and early 1900s. waves of immigrants. primarily 
from Syria. Lebanon. and Palestino. arrived in the United States to 
start new lives, They were mostly unskilled workers eager for the 
opportunities offered by the new land. and they succeeded through 
education and effort. They established communities in places such 
as Detroit, Michigan: Cedar Rapids. lowa: Ross. North Dakota: and 
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania.

In the l920s and 1930s, the African American movement began 
to gain momentum as African Americans looked to Africa for 
inspiration. Manv found Islam. Malcolm X, one of the most famous 
Alrican American Muslim figures, joined the somewhat unorthodox 
Nation of Islam movement in the l950s. But after returning 
from performing the hajj to Mecca in 1964. Malcolm X started to 
lead African American Muslims toward orthodox Islam. He was 
assassinated in 1965. but the movement he initiated became the 
American Muslim Mission. a large African American Islamic base 
that exists today.

The next wave of Muslims from the Middle East carne after the 



demise of the Ottoman empire, at the end of World War 1. Then. 
in the 1950s, another wave of Arab Muslims. mostly refugees 
and professionals frustrated with a lack of options in their own 
lands. arrived in the United States. Aiding the post-World War II 
immigration was the McCarran-Walter Act of 1952, which allowed a 
larger quota of Asían immigrants into the United States.

Large numbers of studcnts started arriving around this time also. 
This was the dawn of the American Muslim intellectual movement. 
During this period, Muslim communities developed. mosques were 
built, and national Islamic groups, such as the Muslim Students 
Association and the Islamic Society of North América (1SNA), 
formed. Visiting scholars and the first missionary groups from the 
Islamic world won a small number of white American converts.

Today mosques and Islamic schools and centers can be found 
in almost every urban center in the United States. Muslims across 
the country hold elected positions as mayors, judges. city council 
members, and state representatives and Muslims are represented 
in nearly every profession. In large eities such as New York or Los 
Angeles. Muslims tend to frequent mosques based on ethnicity. South 
Asians tend to gather in particular mosques. while West Africans 
attend others, for example.

septembef 11, 2001: a Turnin<j point
The events of September 11.2001, had a huge impact on Muslims in 
the United States. After the attacks. the American landscape changed 
for many American Muslims as they found themselves facing new 
questions and new challenges. Latent prejudice against Arabs and 
Muslims surfaced and often resultcd in hostile and sometimes violent 
encounters. Some Muslims from various countries. who had lived in 
the United States for long periods of time, were torced to register 
with the government. causing them hardship and humiliation. Others 
were detained or even deported, some without apparent reason.
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A young businesswoman, dad in her hijab, uses her laptop computer.

Some Muslims tried to blend into society—women who normally 
wore the headscarf took it off, for example. Others felt a need to 
speak out against the attaeks. quoting passages from the Quran that 
forbid suieide and violence and highlight peaee.

The majority of Amcrícan Muslims expressed sorrow over 
the attaeks as well as shoek and betrayal that such an act could be 
associated with Muslims. After the attaeks of September 11. 2001. 
many modérate Muslims realized that extremists were increasingly 
usurping the intellectual and political space—not onlv within Muslim 
states but also within the Muslim world.

Around this time, a new gente of popular Muslim preacher started 
drawing the attention of young Muslims around the world. According 
to an article by Asef Bayat in the Egyptian Al-Ahram Weekly. "The 
convergence of youth sub-culture. elitism. and a pietistic Islam have
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Ilijab literally means "partition" and commonly refers to the headscarf wom by 

many Muslim women. Modesty is an lslamic prescription and one point of hijab 
is modesty; another is to identify a woman as being a Muslim. But the issue is 

surrounded by various questions debated by Muslims and non-Muslims, men and 

women. alike.

Some Muslim scholars believe that hijab is absolutely mandatory and interpret 

the verses in the Quran on the topic to mean that the only parts of a woman 

decent to be revealed in public are her hands. feet. and face. (24:31) They refer 

to another verse that says Muslim women should draw their outer garments over 

themselves in public to be distinguished as decent, believing women. (33:59) 

These scholars also point tomany hadith that deal with the subject.

Other scholars say that hijab was a custom of the time period of Muhammad and 

open to change with the times. They add that all high-class women of that era. 

even in non-Muslim lands, covered their hair to protect their stature and dignity. 

Another issue surrounding hijab is whether or not it liberales or oppresses 

women. Opponents of hijab point to the fací that some women forego wearing 

it altogether. seeing it as blurring or obliterating their individuality and visibilitv. 

Other women do not ehoose to wear it themselves and are either directly l'orced 

to wear it by their husbands and families or the laws of the land. or feelindirectly 

compellcd by the pressures of a conservative society to protect their reputation. 

Some women, however. do not see any link between oppression and hijab—they 

see the opposite. Many report being treated with greater respect and dignity while 

wearing the hijab. They face the hardships encountered by wearing the garment 

(such as judgments by others or difíiculties in playing certain sports) with the 

inner conviction that they are eaming God’s pleasure. For many Muslim women. 

their hijab reminds them of their spiritual path and allows them to deepen their 

spiritual practice by renouncing certain worldly vanitics. 
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come together to produce this new gente" thick in Islamic ritual and 
thin on politics, and currently being describcd as the “phenomenon of 
Amr Khalcd." Egyptian-bom Amr Khaled is a former accountant and 
gifted speaker who captivates audiences as he calis them to practice 
truc Islam, to be proactive in contributing to their communities, to 
give to the poor. to vote in elections, and not to sntoke. litter. or be 
lazy. Millions of young Muslims are responding with vigor to his cali, 
which he communicates through satellite televisión and the Internet 
(in Arabic. English. French, Germán, and Italian).

The attacks of September 11. 2001. prompted Muslims to take 
a closer look al their identity as Americans. Muslims. and both. Many 
found themselves in a polarized position. feeling loyalty to both the 
United States and the Muslim world. As material and information about 
Islam poured into bookstores and newsstands. and as debates raged 
around the world as to whether the attacks were Islamic or un-lslamic. 
American Muslims found themselves called on to represent the Muslim 
world to the United States and the United States to the Muslim world. 
Islam was suddenly in the mainstream. and American Muslims were the 
spokespeople. They were asked questions such as what it means to be a 
Muslim American and whether or not the United States is a country that 
upholds Islamic ideáis.

is rhe united states a s/jar/a/j-compliant 
country?
Conservativo Islamic circles have long viewed the United States with 
suspicion. partially due to the fací that the nation is not govcmed by 
Islamic law and partially due to ils flourishing popular culture, which 
they see as ¡inmoral and contrary to the basic principies of Islam. 
American foreign policies toward nations in the Muslim world. both 
today and in the past, have contributed to the negativo impressions.

But. although the United States does not govem itself by the
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shariah. many Muslims who livc in the United Siates feel that they 
are actually living in one of the most Islamic countries in the world. 
in terms of obtaining the rights and freedoms they need to practice 
their religión. Many report feeling a greater sense of dignity. respect 
and freedom living in the United States than in any other country.

Imam Hamza Yusuf, an American conven to Islam who founded 
the Zaytuna Institute. an Islamic institute in California, and is popular 

among young Muslims the world over. said. "I would rather live as a 
Muslim in the West than in most of the Muslim countries. because I 
think the way Muslims are allowed to live in the West is closer to the 
Muslim way. A lot of Muslim immigrants feel the same way. which is 
why they are here.”

Some Muslim scholars maintain that the U.S. Constitution 
protects all the aspects of human life that Islams shariah aims to 
guard (life. liberty. and the pursuit of happiness) and implemcnts 
the Islamic concept of pluralism in matters of gender, race, national 
origin. and religión.

As Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf noted. "Many Muslims regará the 
form of government that the American founders established a little 
over two centuries ago as the form of govemance that best expresses 
Islam’s original valúes and principies."

Thcse views may surprise those Muslims and non-Muslims who 
like to point out the divergence rather than the convergences of 
valúes between Islam and the United States. But American Muslims 
have noted the hannony struck between the valúes of their religión 
and the valúes of the modern. secular, and pluralistic American 
context. Younger Muslims, in particular, have selected and combined 
elements from both their Islamic background and current American 
context. Many of these individuáis are excelling in their studies and 
professions; they are founding organizations and institutes to help 
new Muslim immigrants adapt to the American scene or to contribute
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to causes in the Muslim world. They are educating themselves on 
the finer points of Islamic jurisprudence, tackling the Arabic of the 
Quran. and becoming leaders in their own communities. They are 
bringing the Islamic experience into the American mainstream and 
enlivening the timeless message of Muhammad.



TIME 1.1 N E

570 
Muhammad is born in Mecca.

595
Muhammad marries Khadijah, a wealthy busincsswoman fifteen 
years his sénior.

608
The rcbuilding of the Ka’bah. Muhammad resolves conflict bctween 
the tribes and secures his reputation as al-Amin. the trustworthy.

610
Muhammad receives the first verses of the Quran and shares them 
with his family members.

613
Muhammad begins to preach publicly.

615
The first Islamic migration: a small group of Muslims fices 
persecution in Mecca and takes refuge in Abyssinia.

620
Muhammad’s Night Joumey.
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622
Hijrah. Muhammad and seventy Muslim families immigrate north 
to the oasis town of Yathrib, which becomes known as al-Medina al- 

Nabi (City of the Prophet).

623
Muhammad marries Aishah.

624
Battle of Badr. The Muslims defeat the Meccans. lewish tribes begin 
to be exiled from Medina.

625
The Meccans retaliate in the battle of Uhud.

627
Battle of the Trench. Meccans attempt to attack Medina but cannot 
reach the city bccausc the Muslims have dug a trench around the city. 
After the battle, Muhammad has the lewish tribe of Qurayzah killed 
or sold as slaves for breaking its pact with him and supporting the 
Meccans against the Muslims.

628
Muhammad and a group of unarmed Muslims make a pilgrimage to 
Mecca. They do not reach Mecca. but instead sign a peace treaty with 
the Meccans on the plain of Hudaybiyah.

629
Muslims perform their first pilgrimage to Mecca: Bilal calis the 
prayer from the top of the Ka’bah.

630
Meccans breach the treaty of Hudaybiyah and the Muslims take 
Mecca; Arabians side with Muhammad. The Ka'bah is cleared of 
idols.
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632
Muhammad gives his last sermón al Arafat. He dies in the arms of 
Aishah and is buried in her room. Abu Bakr becomes caliph.

633

Arabia is united.

634
Abu Bakr dies; Umar is elected caliph.

635
Conques! of Syria, beginning a series of Muslim conquests in Asia 
Mi ñor.

637
Umar establishcs the Islamic lunar calendar beginning with the year 
of the hijrah. Muslims conquer Jerusalem.

640
Conquest of Egypt.

644
Umar is assassinated by a Persian prisoner-of-war. Uthman assumes 

the caliphate.

650
The Quran is collated into one volunte.

656
Uthman is assassinated in Medina by Arab soldiers. Ali becomes 

caliph.

661
Ali is assassinated. Muawiyyah becomes caliph. lite Umayyad dynasty begins.

667
Arab armies reach central Asia.
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670
Ali's son. Hasan, dies. Muslim armies cross North Africa and reach 

the Atlantic Ocean.

678
Aishah dies.

680
Hussain. Ali’s second son. is killed in Iraq.

691
The Dome of the Rock and al-Aqsa mosque are built in lerusalem.

711
Arabs cnter Spain.

732
Muslim advance into France is checked by Charles Martel.

750
The Abbasid dynasty is founded.

756
Abd al-Rahman founds a dynasty in Córdoba. Spain.

935
The Abbasid caliphate is reduced to symbolic authority.

969
Shiite Fatimid rule is established in northern Africa.

973
Al-Azhar Mosque is dedicated in Cairo.

990-1118
The Seljuk empire, composed of nomadic converts to Islam from 
central Asia, is established.
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1099
Crusaders conquer lerusalem.

1187
Salah al-Din defeats the Crusaders and takes back lerusalem.

1220-1231

The Mongols arrive from central Asia.

1225
Muslim rule in Spain dwindles to the small kingdom of Granada.

1250
The Mamluks establish a dynasty in Egypt and Syria.

1258
The Abbasid caliphate ends. Mongols sack Baghdad.

1256-1335
A branch of Mongols rules Iraq and Irán.

1369-1405
Timurlane, a Mongol, conquers much of Asia Minor (Turkey), the 
Middle East. and northem India.

1453
Mehmet ILconquers Constantinople. It becomes the capital of the 
Ottoman empire.

1492
Catholic monarchs Ferdinand and Isabella take Granada from the 
Muslims.

1502-1524
Safavid empire rises to power in lian.
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1517
Ottomans conquer Egypt and Syria. ending the Mamluk rule.

1520-1566
Suleiman the Magnificent expands the Ottoman empire, which 

reaches its peak.

1560-1605
Mughal empire in India reaches the height of its power under Akbar.

1652-1649
Shah |ahan constructs the Taj Mahal in Agrá. India.

1658-1707
Last major Mughal emperor. Aurangzeb. rules India.

1774
Russians defeats the Ottomans in the first Russo-Turkish War.

1798-1801
Napoleón occupies Egypt.

1805-1815
The Al-Sa'ud family, with the support of the Wahabbis, take the
I lijaz. in modern-day western Saudi Arabia, from Ottoman control.

1850
France occupies Algeria.

1854-1856
England, France. and the Ottoman empire fight Russia in the Crimean War.

1857-1858
Indian mutiny against British rule in India.

1860
France takes control of Lebanon as an autonomous province and 
installs a French governor.
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1901
Abd al Aziz Ibn Sa'ud takes the Arabian city of Riyadh. France 
invades Morocco. Oil concessions in Irán are granted to the British.

1914-1918
World War I. Egypt is declared a British protectorate; Irán is 
occupied by British and Russian troops.

1916
Arabs are allied with the British in a revolt against the Ottoman 
empire.

1917
The Balfour Declaration gives British support to the creation of a 
lewish homeland in Palestine.

1920
The provinces of the Ottoman empire are divided between the 
British and French. who establish protectorales and mandates.

1921
Reza Khan founds the Pahlavi dynasty in Irán.

1923
Ataturk sets up an independent Turkish state.

1932
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is formed.

1928 .
Ilassan al Banna founds the Muslim Brothcrhood in Egypt.

1945
Turkey joins the United Nations. The Arab League is formed.

1947
India is divided into Hindú India and Muslim Pakistán.
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1948
The lewish state of Israel is created as a result of a UN declaration.

1952
lama! Abd al-Nasser takes power in Egypt.

1965
Malcolm X is assassinated.

1967
Six-day War between Israel and Egypt. Jordán, and Syria.

1969
Twenty-five states join the Organizaron of the Islamic Conference.

1978
Anwaral-Sadat of Egypt signs the Camp David peace initiative with 
Israel.

1979
Iranian Revolution; Ayatollah Khomeini becomes the leader of the 
Islamic Republic of Irán.

1980
Iran-lraq War begins.

1981
Islamic extremists kill Egyptian president Anwar al-Sadat.

1987
Beginning of the First Intifada, or Palestinian uprising. against Israel.

1988
UN cease-firc plan ends the Iran-lraq War.

1990
Saddam I lussain invades and annexes Kuwait. Chechnya calis for 
sovereignty.
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1991
United States-led coalition forces launch Operation Desert Storm 
against Iraq, and Iraq gives up Kuwait.

1992
Bosnia and Uerzogovina declare independence; Bosnian Serbs 
declare a sepárate state.

1995
Israel and the Palestinian Liberation Organization (l’LO) agree to 
autonomy for the Gaza Strip and lericho in the Oslo Accords.

1995
Yizhak Rabin is assassinated by an Israelí extremist for signing the 
Oslo Accords.

1996
The Taliban captures Kabul. Afghanistan.

1999
General Pervez Musharraf stages a coup in Pakistán.

2000
The Second Intifada begins after Israelí politician Ariel Sharon visits 
the Dome of the Rock in lerusalem.

2001
Nineteen extremists hijack four American passenger planes and 
crash them into the World Trade Center, the Pentagon in Washington 
D.C., and a field in Pennsylvania. As a result. the U.S. govcrnment 

begins its War on Terror.

2003
The U.S. military enters Iraq.

2005
Tlie Islamic Conference holds summit in Mecca.
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adab— lslamic rules of conduct, discipline, and manners in 
accordance with the sunnuli. or ways of the Prophet Muhammad. 
There is speciftc etiquette for everv aspect of life. including business 
transactions, honic life. familia! relationships, intimate relationships, 
and acts of worship.

Aisha—The youngest and favorite wife of Muhammad. Intelligent. 
observan!, and devoted. Aisha is the source of many hadith. She 
participatcd in battlcs after Muhammad’s death and was the only 
woman in whose presence he received revelations. Aisha obtained 
the title Mother of the Believers, and died in Medina in 678 at the age 
sixty-seven.

Al-Azhar—A mosque and one of the oldest and largest centers 
of lslamic learning, located in Cairo, built in 969 shortly after the 
founding of Cairo.

caliph—A successor. viceregent, or deputy to Muhammad who was 
vested with authority in all matters of state. bolh civil and religious.

dhikr—Mso zikhr; the practice of remembering God through the 

recitation of his ñames.

du'a— Prayer in the form of supplication (personalized, prívate prayer) 
as opposcd to sulat. which is prayer in the liturgical form. Performing 
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du'a is a non-obligatory practicc that Muslims gcnerally add to the 

end of each salat.

fard—\ religious obligation as spelled out in the Quran. The five- 

times-a-day prayer, for example. is a fard.

Falima—A daughter of Muhammad by his first wife Khadijah. She 
married Ali. a cousin of Muhammad. and gave birth to Hasan and 
1 lussain. Set apart from the other women of her time by her strong 
character, Fatima is often referred to as Fatima az-zahra (Fatima 
the resplendent). Muhammad called her one of the four exemplary 

women of history.

fatwa—A formal legal opinión or decisión pronounced by an Islamic 
jurist or recognized religious authority.

fiqh—Understanding or jurisprudence. Fiqh is the science that deais 
with applying islamic law (shariah), as derived from the Quran. 
hadith, and the sunnah of Muhammad. to real life issues.

Five Pillars—The five duties of Islam, which are to testify that there 
is no god but God and that Muhammad is the last messenger of God: 
observe the five daily prayers; fast during the month of Ramadan: 
give alms; and makc the pilgrimage to Mecca,

hadith—Plural ahadith-. a report or tradition. usually relating the 
behavior, words. or actions of Muhammad but also regarding the 
actions of his companions or other early authorities.

hajj—The pilgrimage to Mecca performed during the twelfth month 
of the Islamic calendar year. It is the fifth pillar of Islam.

hanif— Plural hunafa; in the Quran. a person who adheres to 
monotheism. Befóte the advent of Muhammad, most Arabs were not 
hunafa. rather. they worshipped a plurality of gods. 
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hijrah—Meaning “migration,” the word has four meanings: the 
departure of Muhammad from Mecca to Medina; the Muslim 
calendar; the act of a Muslim leaving a country under non-Muslim 
rule; flecing from sin.

¡hsan—A state of bcing that connotes excellence or virtue in every 
action a person performs.

ijma—Consensus of opinión on a question of Islamic law. Along with 
the Quran. hadith, and sunnah, ijma legitimizes law.

/man—Faith. The sincere belief of the heart and declaration of the lips 
to the existence of God. angels. prophets. messages of the prophets. 
and the Day of (udgment.

islam—Surrender to the will of God.

jahiliyyah—Ignorant or untaught. luhiliyyuh refers to the period 
of paganism and ignotance before the revelation of Islam to 
Muhammad.

jihad—A holy struggle or war. filiad also refers to the psychological 
war a person wages within.

Ka'bah—Meaning “cube"; the cube-shaped building in the ccnter of 
the mosque at Mecca: it is considercd the first house constructed for 
the worship of one God.

kafir—Plural kafirun; an atheist. a nonbeliever: a person or people 
within any faith or cultural tradition who reject the existence of God.

Khadijah The first wife of Muhammad.

Medina—Meaning "the city" or "the city of the prophet." A city 200 
miles northeast of Mecca. known as Yathrib before Muhammad and the 
early community of Muslims took refuge there alter fleeing Mecca. 
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Mecca—The birthplace of Muhammad and the site of the Ka'bah. 
The city lies 70 miles inland from the Red Sea. in a sandy valley 
running north-south. It was the seat of govemment during the rule of 

the first five caliphs.

Muslim—A person who has submitted to God's will, from the root 
word aslama. meaing "to surrender” or “to seek peace.”

sajdah—Prostration; the act of worship whereby the person’s 
forehead touches the ground in prostration.

salaat—The formal, liturgical form of prayer. which believers are 
required to perform five times a day.

sawm—To fast.

shahada—The testimony of faith. bearing witness to the lact that 
there is no reality but God and that Muhammad is the messenger of 
God; the first pillar of belief in Islam.

sira—The life story of Muhammad.

Shiite—A member of the branch of Islam who regards Ali and his 
descendants as the legitímate successors to Muhammad and who 
rejects the first three caliphs.

shura—Consultaron among adult Muslims on questions of rule of 
law.

shariah—Often translated as Islamic law. but more accurately. the 
shariah is a set of valúes, laws, and ethics derivcd from the Quran.

Sufisni— Popularly called the mystical branch of Islam. Sufism is the 
journey of the human consciousness toward divine consciousness, 
from the absence of awareness of God to a state in which there is a 
maximal prcsence with God. 
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sunnah—Meaning "trodden path." preceden!, local custom, 
or traditional practice. The jurists have defincd the sunnah of 
Muhammad to mean everything he did or said.

Sunni—The branch of Islam that accepts the first four caliphs as 
rightful successors of Muhammad.

tafsir— Meaning "explaining." A tenn used for any commentary on a 
text but particularly refers to commentary on the Quran.

taqlid—Imitation in matters of law; following the opinions of 
others. sometimes with the connotation that one follows without 
understanding or scrutiny; accepting the rulings of others when such 
rulings are not coupled with a conclusive argument.

ulema—A group of scholars or a leamed people; from the root word 
ilm, or "knowledge." The singular is alim.

ummah—The sum total of Muslims. The body-politic or nation of 
Islam. The ummah is not dcfined by ethnic, political, geographical. 
or social characteristics, but by religious orientation.

zakat— Meaning “purification.” One of the Five Pillara of Islam. 
Zakat is a portion of a person’s property given to help the needy.
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